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TV. R O Y E R . M . D .

TV. S C H E U R E S ’S

Practising Physician,

SHAVING PARLOR,

TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

EBT S e c o n d D o o r A b o v e R a i l r o a d .

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

T . W E B E R , Mo Do,

M e

Practising Physician,

JJE N R Y BOW ER,

EVANSBURG, Fa. Office Honrs : Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystofae’Phone No. 17. ■

g

V e te rin ary S u rg e o n ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

A. K R U S E S , M. D .,

Bell ’Phone 23 x.

Homeopathic Physician,
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Honrs: Until
a. m.s 6 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’phone, No. t
Bell, 80x. Other office hours by appointment
All kinds of X-Ray work and electrical treat
meat for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases
g

B . H O R N I N G , M . D.*

jg

8. FO LEY .

Contractor and Builder,
tr A p p e , p a
Prompt and accurate in building construction.
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-23

Practising Physician,

HAVE YOU

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Hours until 0 a. m.
j

HEADACHEL e tte rs B ln r?

H . H A B E R , M . D .,

Homeopathic Physician.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT.
Good Glasses at Little Prices.
31« H ig h S tr e e t, P o tts to w n , F a .
jy j-

J J A R V E Y L . S H O IH O ,

Attorney- at- Law,
Both ’Phones.
J J E R B E R T C. M OORE,

-

ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING,
805 Swede St.. Norristown. Pa
Bell and Keystone’Phones.
5-15.
jy jA V N E R . I O S G S T R E T H ,

Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Fuhllo. ::: No. 712 Oroeer Building, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. W J.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
J O S E P H S. K R A T Z ,

Attorney-at- Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, tSth
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
L. EVA NS,

o .

Attorney-at- Law,

328 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PAAt residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.

Attorney-at- Law,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA
Will be at his braneh office In Odd FeilowS’
Building, COLI.BGKVILLB, P a., every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from l to 5,
1-26.
J O H N 8 . H I NXM K E K ,

Justice of the Peace,
KAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a
tended to. Charges reasonable.
A R T H U R G. A SH ,

Justice of the Peace,
Real Estate

and General Business Agent,

TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money
loaned.
.
**14

D B FRA N K

BRANDRETH,

(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.
J J R . 8 . D . C O R N IS H ,

DENTIST,
COLLEGEVILLE. P A
First-class Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
k r y p t o k “ in v is ib l e ”
B IF O C A L L E N S .

h e

T

Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cement. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
A. B . P A R K E R , O p tic ia n ,
210 De k a l b s t r e e t ,

p

n o r r is t o w n .

S. B O O N S,
SOHWENKSYILLE, PA.,

Slater and Roofer,

And dealer In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, Work con
tracted at lowest prices.
Hoot
,
P a in te r a n d

d w a r d d a y id

E

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR TOR ALL KINDS 0»

921 SWEDE STREET. NORRISTOWN, PA .
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.

Attorney-at-Law,

N. BARNDT,

*

Paper-Hanger,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 4 V Samples of paper
always on hand.

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. N T SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
S'6

BATTLE OF SAN JACINTO.
The Desperate Fight That Heralded
the Dawn of Texan Freedom.
DR. D A V I S ,
On the morning of the 2fet of April,
Eve Specialist and Physician,
1836, the day chosen for the buttle
5640 H I G H S T ..
PO TTSTOW N .
which was to decide the fate of Texas,
. SECON D FLO O R .
Houston’s first words had been, “The
sun of Ansterlltz (has risen again.” He
C H A R L E S N. BA RN D T,
had then called a council of war and
tusked the opinion of his six field offi
ARCHITECT,
cers as to whether they should attack
COLLEGEVILLE, FA.
the -enemy or wait for the attack to
Plane and specifications carefolly prepared, come from them.
The four senior officers strangely
'atronage solicited.
counseled delay, but their arguments
did not convince Houston, who declar
» . G . F 1N K B 1 N E R ,
ed th a t .the hour for action had arriv
u .
ed and plainly announced the inten
Real Estate and Insurance, ; tion on his own responsibility to risk
a -general 'engagement.- He then dis
LOANS And INVESTMENTS, NOTARY ! patched D eaf Smith, his most trusty
scoot, t o -cut down the bridge which
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
offered the only means of escape To
(either army.
“Make the best of your way,” h e had
A1Í D L D STAGE UN E
said in his habitual tone of 'Kindly
f t Ran From Kansas to California In friendship, “to Vince’s bridge, cut it
Thirty-five Days.
¡down and burn it up and come hack
■“AtcLlaon to California in thirty-five like eagles or you will be too late (tor
the day.” And ju st as the first charge
■dajS4 fare, only $200 in ¡gold:”
This was the Leading .of an old hand- w a s starting a horseman flecked “with
6111, yellow With age, which a traveler foam from his panting charger had
laid .upon the counter in .a railway tick (dashed along the lines of the patriot
e t office the .other .lay, I t widt ,\n ad army, as Houston had arranged that
vertisement of a line of atagecc aches he should do, calling out clearly th a t
th a t ran from Atchison, Kan., to San («til might hear, this deathknffil To sail
Francisco during the gold .excitement hopes of possible escape: “I harve -cut
down Vince’s bridge! Now, fight for
o f years Ago.
“People seldom stop to th ink w hat .your lives and remember the Alamoi!”
The Texan army, with Houston tid
their poor ancestors had to p u t up with
ing
at the front of the center colnmn.
in the old days," the man said. H e
had then dashed forward against the
was comparing the old time table w ith ’Mexican
breastworks, behind' Which
a modern railway time table, which
told of the luxuries one could have by •stood the army of Santa Anna, (drawn
traveling on th at road, no «dust, no Jar up In perfect order and calmly reserv
ring and all other disagreeable fea ing ¡its 'fire for short range. Their first
volley, ibowever, by the grace of a -di
tures eliminated.
vine Providence, as the Texans declar
The old time table was a double
ed, went too high. Houston’s leg was
sheet of paper, tom and yellow with
at the ankle and Ms' horse
age. I t was issued by the Atchison shattered
severely wounded, but his columns ■still
and California stagecoach line in 1857.
uninjured.
The inducements It held forth were in ■advanced
Then -came The answering -volley,
strange contrast with those o f tLe "poured (into The very bosoms" of The
modem railroad advertisement. The astonished Mexicans—unable to reload
stagecoach line advertised th at i t had and without bayonets for file Chargft.
recently refurnished the entire “road" The Texans had “clubbed their m us
with absolutely new wagonettes, and kets” and (dealt desperate blows, and
It told what kind of coaches they were, finally, when they had thus battered
how the springs were made and of their way into the very center of the
w hat strength they were. I t even said Mexican army, they had drawn their
th a t the coaches were painted in the murderous bowie knives and “literally
"best manner possible.'“ The horses cut their way through dense masses of
th at drew the coaches were described,
living flesh.”
too, as the best.
The battle had lasted only twenty
An inducement th at was held out on minutes, but In th a t time a new na
the time table to prospective passen tion had been born into the world.
gers was a stop over privilege.
“From the battle of San Jacinto,” said
“Passengers who had paid their en Webster in 1842, “the war was a t an
tire fare from Atchison or other points end.”—Metropolitan Magazine.
to their destination,” the paper said,
“may register with our agents. A stop
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
over privilege is then given for any
place on the road.”
Too many of us consider an excuse
The time of the stop over was un
limited. The time table provided that a reason.
Everything sounds like an encore to
a passenger might resume the journey
whenever there was an empty seat In some men.
The philosophical person is apt not
the stagecoach.
“We make quicker time to Califor to be when considering troubles of his
nia than any other stagecoach line and own.
at a cheaper rate,” tie pamphlet stat
Many a man who thinks he is getting
ed. I t went on to say th at for $200 a Into a peach orchard really finds his
person could ride all the way from way into a lemon grove.
Atchison, Kan., to the gold fields of
There are lots of answers to the ques
California.
tion, “What’s the use?” but the man
“The distance Is 1,913 miles,” was who asks It never wants one.
stated on the time table, “the longest
When an acquaintance says to you,
distance ever attempted by a stage “I am going to be honest with yon,”

WASHINGTON LETTER.

kleptomania with which some Am
ericans are afflicted.
Doubtless
some women of the “smart set”
From Our Regular Correspondent.
managed to gain entrance to his
Washington D. C., May 23,-1907.— cabin and with a fever for souve
There is great activity in all the nirs cut the buttons from bis uni
Government Departments at present forms to make hat pins and seeing
and the result of the housecleanings his combs and brushes which were
that have been going on since the quite out of of the ordinary for
time of the disclosures of fraud in gorgeousness slipped a few of them
the Post Office are apparent among into their blouse fronts. That the
them. The Patent Office which has Prince did not relish the escapade
been one of the last to inaugurate is made evident by the fact that he
reforms is under fair way now to has '“squealed” to General Grant
get in line. The late Commissioner, and some of the ladies who were
Mr. Allen, has been swept out of entertained at dinner will receive
the way and under Mr. Moore it notes saying that the Prince inten
will probably experience a . cpnsid- ded them to have only the souve
erable bracing up. In the Land nirs of gold which he had provided
Office a small but difficult reform for that purpose. It is an unfor
has been inaugurated in the de tunate thing that so many of our
cision to have records and land distinguished visitors from abroad
papers copied by typewriter in should be able to take home with
stead of by band, a saving of about them stories of robbery, the prin
fifty per cent in work and sixty per cipals in which, have nearly always
cent in time. This means the dis been from our so-called best
charge of a number of old men and classes.
women who have been in the De
Dr- Maurice Francis Egan, of the
partment for many years and it is a Catholic University of America has
heart-breaking business, but if the been offered by the President the
Government is going to conduct a diplomatic post of either Portugal
huge home for the lame, the halt, or Denmark as he may select. Such
the blind and the aged it would be an offer which allows a man a choice
more economical to do it outright of the diplomatic mission is seldom
than to do it by confusion and delay made and the gratification of Catho
lics and Irish is expressed on every
of Government work.
In the Agricultural Department side. Dr. Egan has some distinc
the greatest activity is manifest. tion as an author and a poet and his
It is well known that there is no intimacy with the President is
great sympathy between the Secre based mainly on their literary
tary of Agriculture and Mr. Roose tastes. Through Dr. Egan the
The Moorhen.
What could be more perfect defense velt but the keying up effect of the President has beeU drawn into a
than the device of the moorhen? She President on all work or play with study of Gaelic literature, if it can
sinks herself in the water beneath an which he is in any way connected is be called literature, aDd the Presi
overhanging root or bank, leaving only
her M l In sight And that looks like felt at the Agricultural Department. dent has spent much valuable time
* fallen leaf. You may stand within As the farm products represent readiug Irish folk lore and in wri
six feet of her, and she will not move, four-fifths of the Americau exports ting about the “ CelticRevival.” It
so sure is she that her ruse will suc it is not surprising that the Ad is not so very long since he pub
ceed.—London Standard.
ministration should be interested in lished an article in one of the maga
employing
experts for the study of zines on the subject of the old Irish
Fair and Square.
'Oity Boarder—When you exchanged general agricultural conditions and sages and in his preparation for
-cattle with Farmer Smith, did you get for wide experiments in facilitating this article Dr. Egan was consulted,
;a quid pro quo? Farm er Jones—No. the growth of crops. Just recently the latter having been the first
Neighbor Smith didn’t try no sich
mean tricks on me. We swapped fair three experts have been sent to “Professor of Gaelic” in this
Southern Kansas and Oklahoma to country. During their study to
•and even. —Baltimore American.
investigate the damage to the wheat gether they became fast friends and
BEYOND TH E GRAVE.
crop and to experiment with para to this friendship is due the gener
Victor Hugo’s Views -on the Question sitical insects to destroy the devas ous offer to Dr. Egan to become
of a Future Life.
Minister to either one of two very
tating wheat bug.
Victor Hugo’s opinion on the ques
Secretary Straus and Secretary desirable courts. The preference
tion of life beyond .the grave was a Cortelyou, are busy men these of Dr. Egau would naturally be for
remarkable one. The great French
man was firmly convinced , that he times too. Secretary Straus assis the post at Lisbon since be would
would meet all his friends in a future ted by Secretary Root is working then be in a Catholic country but
world. He was «equally sure that he on commercial questions and inves Copenhagen offers the best oppor
had always existed from the ante tigating trade conditions Abroad. tunity for advancement and even a
diluvian times, when the Creator plac
ed him on earth. H e believed that he Secretary Cortelyou is occupied very religions man must take that
would exist forever, inasmuch as he with the multifarous details and into consideration.
felt in his soul thousands of hymns, stupendous problems inseparable
dramas and poems th at had never from the clumsy,’ crude financial
S IX T Y T H O U S A N D D O L L A R S .
found expression.
When the atheists would say to him, system of the wealthiest nation in
The year 1906 will ever be a mem-“The proof that you will not exist In the world.
orable one to American woman s u f 
the future is that you did not exist in
The Italian Prince, the Duke of fragists, for at their annual conven
the past,” Hugo would answer:
Abruzzi has found Washington so tion in Baltimore the presidents of
“Who told yon I «did not exist in the
past centur.es? You will say that Is charming that he has been loth to the principal women’s colleges in
the legend of the ages. The poet has leave and has prolonged his stay the United States appeared upon
written, ‘Life is a fairy tale twice w rit here several days beyond the orig
te n .’ He might have said a thousand inal program. Except for his ex their platform, either to declaretheir belief in the principles of wo
-times written. You do not believe In
the doctrine of surviving personalities perience at Norfolk when during man suffrage or to testify to their"
ttor the reason th at you do not recollect his Conner on board his vessel his appreciation of what Susan B. An-"
your anterior existence. But how can buttons and toilet articles of silver tbony had done to advance the edu
the recollection of vanished ages re- and gold were stole.o he has exper cation of women. Further, as Miss
main Imprinted on your memory when
Anthony was the guest of Miss Gar
you do not remember a thousand and ienced only the most delightful rett, she confided to the latter that
■one scenes and events of your pres times. There are many girls in one of her sorrows in leaving the
ent life? Since 1802 «there have been Washington who would not be at work was that she could no longer
ten 'Victor Hugos in me. Do yon think all averse to marrying a real live assist in the raising of needed funds.
th a t I can recall all their actions and
prince, first cousin of a reigning Thereupon, Miss Mary Garrett and
rail their thoughts?
Miss M. Carey Thomas, President
•"The tomb is dark, and when I shall monarch, and especially such a of Bryn Mawr College, both of
have passed the tomb to emerge into good looking, debonair and dis whom had made possible the great
light once more all these Victor Hugos tinguished young man as the Duke college night program of the con
will be almost wholly strangers to me. of Abruzzi. They could love him vention, determined to raise a fund
t»ut It will always be the sam e soul.”~
for the dangers he has known as an of twelve thousand dollars a year
fijerap Book.
five years to be used for such
explorer in polar seas even if he for
work as was being left undone on
He Could Walk.
were not a prince, they think, and account of the lack of money. Many
Ail are not soldiers who wear a uni his gorgeous uniforms have not de thought this could not be accom
form, as General Lew Wallace found
oot at Fort Donelson. He saw four tracted from his picturesqueness in plished, but one of the National
He has been enter officers, knowing Miss Garrett and
soldiers carrying a fifth, who -seemed their eyes.
Miss Thomas well, said: “ If M.
to be wounded.
tained at breakfast, luncheon, Carey Thomas does not succeed in
“Can’t th at man walk without assist dinner,’the theatre, and one enter
this attempt, it will be the first
ance?” asked Wallace.
thing
in which she has ever failed.”
prising
young
woman,
the
daughter
“Oh, no!” said the men. “He is
of a Senator, gave a theatre party And she spoke truly. Before May
dying.”
Ju st then a shell exploded near by, for him and following the theatre a 1, 1907, the time set for completing
and the four men dropped their burden dance which began about midnight. the work, the full amount was
raised.
and fled. The man who •was supposed
Miss Garrett and Miss Thomas,
to be wounded leaped to his feet and Such a stir in Washington society
at this season of the year has seldom chairman and treasurer respectively
ran even faster than the others.
bfeen known and he will be hard of the committee, report that in al
most every case subscriptions to
He Liked the Family.
hearted indeed if he does not allow the fund were given with the state
“Dick proposed to me last night.”
himself to be landed by some sweet ment that it was a delight to be able
“W hat did you tell him?”
“I said he had better ask mamma. young thing whose mother has to contribute to such a fitting me
And what do yon think the wretch dined-him at forty dollars a plate. morial to Susan B. Anthony, and
that, instead of being an unpleasant
said?”
His loss of the gold toilet articles task to raise the fund, every one
“Goodness knows.” .
and his uniform buttons was noth who has taken part in it feels that it
“He said he had asked her already,
ing but a display of that atrocious has been a great privilege.
and she wouldn’t have him.”

coach line.' AtcRson to California In Draee yourself to" hear something dis
agreeable.
thirty-five days.”
A boast was made th at there were 1 Most of us when we ride a free horse
twelve telegraph stations on the road start out on a walk, quicken into a
to California and that eating places brisk trot, then break into a wild gal
had been established along the road lop and áre thrown.—Atchison Globe.
where good meals could be had a t the ,
nominal price of $3. Every passenger
Good For Twenty.
was allowed twenty-five pounds of bag
“Lawyers get stung as easily as oth
gage, consisting of wearing apparel er people,” said one who practices in
and other necessary baggage. All over the criminal courts. “Here’s w hat hap
th at amount must be paid for at a rate pened to me the other day: A friend of
of 50 cents a pound.
mine tipped me off th at there was a
I t was advertised that the risk on case coming up In special sessions and
the return trip ,was very great on ac it would be easy to get the defendant,
count of the amount of gold dust and a negro’, free.
nuggets being brought back from Cali
“ ‘There’s a twenty in it for you,’ he
fornia. The company employed only added. “I’ve got another case on up
the bravest men, fully armed all the- stairs or I would take it myself.’
time. But it declined to carry gold
“Sure enough, I got the fellow off,
dust unless paid for at the rate of $3 and when we reached the corridor I
a pound. The Company refused to be politely Intimated th at I had heard
held responsible for the '■loss of the there was a twenty awaiting me for
gold dust by robbers, Indians or other my trouble.
means.
*>‘Sure thing, boss,’ said the negro,
The pamphlet also advertised a fast diving into his pockets. ‘I t certainly
freight line between Atchison and Den am worth twenty, all right.’ Without,a
ver. The round trip was made in the smile he handed over, two dimes.”—
short space of twenty days. To ship New York Sun.
" •
by this method all merchandise had
to be wrapped in waterproof packages.
Colds and Bald Heads.
A package weighing ten pounds could
A baldheaded physician said: “I used
be sent by that route for $5. All over to be dreadfully subject to colds even
that Weight was sent at the reduced in the summer. I had to wear a black
rate of $2 for five pounds.
skullcap all the time. The minute I
In Its advertisement for passengers took it off I began to sneeze and
to California the pamphlet, as Stated wheeze. But now for a year I have
before, allowed every passenger twen not once worn a skullcap, and I have
ty-five pounds of baggage. However, not once had a cold. Why, I could go
it advised that as many persons wish and stand bareheaded in a snowstorm
ed to take more baggage than the without any ill effect. My immunity
weight limit it would be safer to send to colds comes from this: Every morn
it to California by sea. ,
ing I put my head under the cold wa
“And to think th at we can get on a ter spigot and let the cold w ater run
train tonight and be in J>enver tomor for a minute on my bald crown. This
row,” the railroad man said as he com is a refreshing thing, and since I be
pared the time tables.—Kansas City gan to do It I have never had a cold.”—
Star.
Milwaukee Journal.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
ftT H E INDEPENDENT
TERMS — 91.00 PER YEAR
it
IN ADVANCE.

Thursday, May 30 , ’07
CHURCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Churoh,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.S0 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p.m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.

-A German Bible, printed be
C rescent Literary Society.
tween 1522 and 1534, requiring 12
A meeting of the Crescent Liter
years to complete it, and weighing ary Society will be held in the Men20 pounds, is owned by Ephraim nonite scboolhouse, near Yerkes, on
Smeck, of Reading.
Saturday evening, June 1. A good
—George Stein and Harry Wiand program has been arranged. All
Pottstown boys, have built a tele welcome.
graph line connecting their homes
Ladies' Aid Society M eeting.
with a number of othbrs in the
Ninth ward.
A regeular meeting of the Ladies’
—Major and Mrs. S. E. Ancona Aid Society of Trinity church was
of Reading, have celebrated their held Monday evening at the home of
fifty-ninth wedding anniversary Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Fetterolf.
surrounded by their four sons and After the business meeting the
following program was rendered;
two daughters and friends.
Cornet solos, Mr. Hoy Stoner:
—E. F. Frantz, of Wehr, has a
reading, Miss Ella Price; recita
watch which has been running
tions, Messers Garry Myers and
steadily ever since 1869 and he has Daun Thompson.
figured out that the rpinute hand
traveled 31 miles and 171 rods 7
Three Item s from Eagleville
feet and 3 inches.

Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
and Vicinity.
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorC.
John Saylor’s sorrel stallion died
Grading Hills.
E. at 7 p. m.
last week.
The Supervisors of Upper Provi
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
The State road, having been re
S L. Messinger, S. T. !>., pastor. Sunday dence are grading the hills on the
paired, is now in fair shape. The
School a t 8.45 a ,m. Preaching every Sunday at
Black
Rock
road,
preparatory
to
do
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
contractor is responsible for the
meeting at 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet ing some macadamizing.
condition of the road until July 2.
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are
The Helman farm of 21 acres,
Baseball.
most cordially invited to attend the services.
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
cordially invited and welcome
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
the coming Sabbath will be as follows. Trappe
—Preaching at,7.30 p. m.; Sunday School at 2
p. m., prayer meeting at 10 a. in.; Mission
Band, Saturday, June 1, at 2.45 p.m. Limerick—
Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday School at 9 a. m.;
C. E. meeting at 7.30 p. m .

Ursinus split even last week los
ing td Seton Hall on Thursday, 10
to 3 and winning from Dickinson 3
to 2. Next Saturday the largest
home game is played, Lehigh being
the attraction.

below Fairview Village; has been
sold to a Philadelphia party through
the agency of ’Squire Thomas B.
Wilson.
Perkiomen Bridge Hotel Illuminated
with Acetylene Gas.

Death of C. B. Quinn.
The I ndependent has received

the sad tidings of the death of C. B
Quinn, of Thomasville, Georgia, and
son-in-law of John Z. Gotwals, for
merly of this.vicinity. Mr. Quinn
underwent an operation for ap
pendicitis about two weeks prior to
his death, which occurred on Satur
day, May 18. He was a prominent
business man of Thomasville and
had the high esteem of many
friends. He leaves a wife and two
daughters and one son.
The Freed Boiler.

The steam and hot water boilers
manufactured by the Steam F itters’
Heater Company, of this borough,
are meeting with much popular
favor. The boiler advertised on
another page of this issue is the
firm’s latest and most improved
product. One of these boilers was
put to a special test at the works of
the Company, last week.
Without,
chimney .or pipe, fire was started
under the boiler and in 18 minutes
the guage showed a steam pressure
of two pounds, and three minutes
later 7 pounds, with steam escaping
at the blow off valve.
Read the
advertisement.
•
Memorial Day, 1907.

Primary Election Next Saturday, Ju n e
1, From 2 to 8 P. M.

Thirty-Seventh Annual Com m ence
m ent of U rsinus College.

Next Saturday, June 1, from 2 to
The exercisesattendingthethirty8 p. m.-, the voters of the county seveifth annual commencement of
will have the opportunity to directly Ursinus College, this borough, will
nominate the Republican and Demo be opened on Sunday evening next
June 2, at 8 p ., m., when Rev. J. H.
cratic candidates whose names will
t ., , 1
. Bombefger, D. D., of Cleveland
go before the people to be voted for Ohio, will deliver the baccalaueratê
at the November election.
The I sermou. The class day exercises
primaries will be conducted in most J
hdd.at 2 p. m., Monday, and
particulars in conformity with the {.**?.Juni®r oratorical contest a t8 p .
laws governing the conduct of the j^vereford b
Hu“ aDe Band>of
.
Royersford. On Tuesday the annual
general elections. The candidates meeting of the Board of Directors
for the nominations to be made by will be held at 10 a. m.- the annual
the voters of each party will appear meeting of the Alumni Association
on separate tickets-Republican and at 2 p. m., and the Alumni Oration
Democratic, The Republican voter J by Rev. C. D. Yost, A. M.,
. ’91, of
receives a Republican ticket and he Phcenixville, at 8 p. m. The com
will place cross marks opposite the
mencement exercises will take place
names of his favorites for the several on Wednesday, June 5, at 9.45 a. m.
nominations to be made. The Demo There will be orations by two mem
cratic voter will receive a Demo bers of the graduating class, and an
cratic ticket and he will indicate his oration by Rev. James M. Farrar,
favorites as to the Democratic nom D. D., of Brooklyn, N. Y. Music
inations in the same manner. The
by the Wolsieffer Orchestra, of
candidates for nominations are as Philadelphia.
The First Annual
follow s;
Conference of the Reformed Educa
REPUBLICAN.
tional Union will convene in Me
Judge of Common Pleas — Aaron S.
morial Hall on Wednesday, June 5,
Swartz.
at
2.30 and 8 p. m., and on Thurs
District Attorney—Conrad S. Shelve,
day, June 6, at 9 a. m. and 2 p, m.
Theodore Lane Bean, Norristown.
Sheriff—Chauncey J. Buckley, Hatfield;
Grant M. Koons, Pottstown; Charles E.
Evansburg and Vicinity.
Schwartz, Jenkintown
Treasurer—Horace P. Keely, SchwenksMiss Imogene Ballentine spent
Ville; William M. Hagginbothom, Upper I Sunday in Philadelphia, visiting her
PriiviflAnflA'
0 * N *11 ' ' '
?
&
Providence; IT.
E. R
B. P/vooif/».
Rossiter, Pottstown. I
Coroner — Harold B. Bechtel, Potts
Last Sunday being Trinity Sun
town; Joseph N. King, Norristown.
day,
special services for the child
Director of Poor—James K. Thomson,
Plymouth; George F. Longaker, White ren were held in St. James’ Epis
marsh.
copal church in the afternoon. The
DEMOCRATIC.
prize for attendance during the year
Judge of Common Pleas — Aaron S. was awarded to Miss Ella Kratz.
Swartz.
Mrs. James B. Rapp, of DowningDistrict Attorney -J. B. Larzelere,
town,
is visiting R. H. Grater’s.
Norristown.
Thomas Ziegler is again employed
Sheriff—Jesse Fronefield, Norristown.
Treasurer — R. Morgan Root, Potts as carriage painter for R. H. Grater.
town.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Gifford, of
Coroner—John J. Ferry, Norristown.
Norristown, are spending this week
Director of Poor—Benjamin F. Hilt, at Frank Conway’s.
Hatboro.

All comrades and citizens in gen
eral are cordially invited to partici
G. F. ^Clamer has finished the
Freshm en B anquet Juniors.
work of introducing the necessary pate in decorating the graves of the
The annual Freshmen banquet in
pipes and fixtures for the use of departed veterans in this borough
honor of the Juniors was given
Saturday evening in the dining acetylene gas as an illuminant at and vicinity this Memorial Day.
Comrades Augee and Ingram of
hall' at Ursinus College.
The Perkiomen Bridge hotel. The acety
Josiah White Post, G. A. R. will be
lene
gas
manufactured
by
the
Col
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila classes of 1908 and 1910 enjoyed a
delphia : 7.03, 7.45, 11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
legeville Gas Company is giving ex assisted by the Sons of Veterans of
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: very pleasant evening together.
7.46,11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. >undays—8.30
cellent satisfaction and consumers Phcenixville, who will render the
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
are delighted with the lighting Memorial cemetery service, ac
A Hefty Young Cockerel.
efficiency of acetylene and pleased companied by .the firing platoon.
Robert Mulfinger, the extensive with the service rendered by the The cemetery at the Baptist
Home and Abroad.
poultry raiser of Evansburg, re Company.
church, Lower Providence, will be
ports a cockerel 3J months old,
visited between 8.30 and 9.30 a. m.;
How sleep the brave who sink to rest,
raised among his flock, that weighs
the cemetery at the Reformed
R
aces
a
t
Kin
wood.
By all their country’s wishes blest!
41 pounds. Chicken fanciers will
church, this borough, between 9.30
When Spring, with dewy fingers cold,
The
opening
event
at
the
Kinfind it hard to get anead of Robert.
Returns to deck their hallowed mold,
wood track, near Jeffersonville, this and 11.30 a. ro., and the Mennonite
' She there shall dress a sweeter sod
How long ? Oh, how long shall we
(Thursday) afternoon, promises to cemetery, near Yerkes, between 11
The voters will also elect dele
Than Fancy’s feet have ever trod.
be
compelled to drive over this bed
and
12
M.
Football Schedule.
gates to the Republican and Demo
be one of unusual interest to all
By fairy hands their knell is rung,
of
stones
on the pike in our village ?
Manager Gilland, of Ursinus, has lovers of the turf. Quite a Dumber
cratic State Conventions. The names
By forms unseen their dirge is sung;
Let
our
road
supervisors answer.
Annual
Reunion
a
t
St.
J
a
m
e
s
’
announced the football schedule for of entries have been made in the
of the candidates for delegates were
There Honor comes, a pilgrim gray,
Church.
next
fall.
Lebanon
Valley
is
played
published last week.
To bless the turf that wraps their clay,
several classes of trotters and
And Freedom shall awhile repair,
in place of Villanova, and Fordham pacers. Among those in the 3-min
Items From Trappe.
The sixth annual reunion of the
To dwell, a weeping hermit there.
will take the place of Rutgers. ute class are Dr. Hunsberger’s descendants of early members of
Sem i-A nnual Convention
Memorial Day.
Otherwise the schedule is the same Dean Pizarre of Skippack, and H. St. James’ Episcopal Church, of
W. C. T. U.
A regular meeting of Town Coun
D. Sterner’s Harry S., of this bor Perkiomen, Evansburg, will take
—Remember the graves of the as last year.
The
semi-annual
convention of the cil was held Monday evening.
ough.
There
will
be
very
speedy
place Saturday, June 1.
The ex
departed veterans with flags and
Members of Keystone Grange will
efforts in the 2.22 pace, and the ercises will' consist of morniug Woman’s Christian Temperance
Received Prize of $25.
flowers
Union of Montgomery county was attend a meeting of Pomona Grange
free-for-all
race.
Admission,
25
prayer
at
11
o
’clock
with
an
address
The commencement exercises of
—This Memorial Day.
held in Trinity Reformed church, at Cold Point on Thursday, June 6.
by the rector, Rev. F. S. Ballentine,
the schools of Royersford were held cents. Ladies free.
this borough, on Thursday of last
—If not headed off by another Tuesday evening, the graduating
Dr. C. Q. Hillegass, Dr. Hunsalso by Mr. Julius F. Sachse, Ltt.
week. There was a large attend berger and other Masons of
frigid wave,
D., of Philadelphia. Lunch will be
Potatoes Imbedded in Clay for
class being the largest in the bis:
ance of delegates and friends from Penosburg, automobiled to this
33 Years.
served from 12.30 to 1.30 p. m., for
—Spring weather will get here tory of that borough. Miss Dorothy
all parts of the county. Tbecburch
Latshaw attained the highest mark,
The Pottstown Ledger, of Tues which 35 cents will be charged. A was beautifully decorated with borough, Saturday evening, and had
this week.
a fraternal- good time with the
business meeting will be held at 2
ferns and flowers. The convention Masonic brethren of this section in
—J. Wesley Hoover, blacksmith and in consequence received the day, says; “ A remarkable case of
first prize of $25 in gold, given every preservation of potatoes was noted p. m., followed by a genealogical was opened by devotional exercises
of this borough, was severely kicked
year
by S. B. Latshaw, as well as a yesterday at the Gilbert farm, Ring paper on the Saylor family, by led by Mrs. George Roebuck, of their lodge room.
by a horse last week, and for sev
Services at Augustus Lutheran
free scholarship of a four years’-, ing Hill, where an old shaft was Lieut. F. I. Naile, U. S. N., also on Norristown. The president, Mrs.
eral days was unable to work.
opened that had been filled up 33 the Bull family, by Captain James S. L. Oberholtzer, then called the church next Sunday morning and
course at Ursinus College.
—That is the best government in
evening. The pastor’s discourse
years ago. At a depth of thirty H. Bull, Commandant, U. S. Naval meeting to order.
Mrs. Bertha
which an injury to one is the con
feet the diggers came across some Station, San Francisco, California. Moser Haines made the address of in the evening will relate in part
Fire D am ages School
cern of all.—Solon.
potatoes. These were taken out and All who have been connected with welcome, Mrs. F. L. Moister, of to Memorial Day.
Building.
the Parish in the past, either direct
The regular meeting of the Sun
—Not withstanding the cold weather
Mont Clair, responding. The read
Four rooms in Pennsburg’s pub were found to be in a perfectly
ly or through their ancestors, are
sound
condition.
The
potatoes
were,
during May the grass and grain lic school building were ruined
ing of the minutes by Miss Eliza beam Mission Band has been post
have developed rather rapidly.
Thursday by a fire originating from found tightly imbedded in. clay and heartily invited to take part in the beth Huston was followed by the poned to June 1. The Superinten
Reunion. Conveyances will meet
No had been preserved by the earth for
roll call of officers and delegates by dent desires all member to be pre
The work of reconstructing the defective heating apparatus.
all trolleys at Evansburg road.
the
long
space
of
thirty-three
years.
Miss Sarah Harley, corresponding sent as there will be some special
children were in the school at the
cannery building is under way.
Fare, 5 cts.
time. School Director Fries led the The tubers mnst have been shoveled
secretary, and the treasurer’s re business to attend to.
—Reports from all sections of
On account of the weather Mr.
firemen, carrying a hose into a into the shaft by mistake. The case
port, by Mrs. W. D. Heebner.
Berks county show that the cherry
Dog Saves Family.
burning room, when the floor is a most remarkable one and farm
Mrs. Oberholtzer then addressed Fisher’s sale of fresh cows at Beck
crop will be a decided failure.
A dispatch from Oxford, Pa., the convention and introduced Mrs. man ’s-hotel has been postponed to
collapsed under him.
The Rev. ers say it.is almostunprecedented.”
dated
May 26, reads: A trick taught Mary L. Fernie, of Natal, South Saturday, June 1.
—Mrs. B. F. Sell, of Bar to, has a George W. Lutz, the principal,
Applications for S tate Aid in Road
a pet collie by the' children saved Africa, as the guest of the day.
cucumber vine in her bedroom that went to F ries’ aid but the hose was
Rev„ W. O. Fegely who has been
Building.
the family of William Beattie, a Mrs. Fernie was a delegate to the in attendance at the Lutheran
is bearing three full-sized cucum whirled about with such violence
that he was thrown Out of a window
bers.
Applications were filed on Satur prosperous farmer of' this section, world’s W. C. T. U. convention at Ministerium at Reading the past
and somewhat injured.
day with the State High way De from death by fire. TJie dog found Boston last fall and has been visit week, preached - in , St. Mark’s
—The family of Alexander Houspartment, at Harrisburg, for State the bouse in flames at midnight, ing in the United States since then. Lutheran- churcti, that city, Sun
ene, at Norristown; is quarantined
aid
in the reconstruction of four andj-dot being,able to awaken the She is a very interesting talker, and day morning.
Lost
Boy
and
Team
Found.
because one of his fifteen children
sections
of road in Montgomery household by barking grasped the told of the work being done by the
After wandering aimlessly about
The commencement of the public
has diphtheria.
rope of the dinner bell, as he had White Ribbon Army in her own schools of this borough will be held
the county for two days with little county. The roads to be improved
—You get more space in the
been taught to do when summoning country, of which she is State in Masonic Hall on Saturday even
to eat and drink, the fourteen-year- are situated in Moreland, Skippack,
papers when you do wrong than
the
hands from the fields, and in an Président. A solo was sung by ing, June 8. Prof. Chandler, of
Perkiomen
and
West
Pottsgrove
old son of Addison Esbach, of
when you do right.—Puck.
instant the wild pealing of the gong Mrs. Sara Ebert entitled “ My Lord
township.
The
road
in
Skippack
Ursinus College, will deliver an
Royersford and the team he drove
—Henry J. Goff, of Bernville, away from home in on Wednesday township runs from the Creamery was arousing the whole neighbor Understands.” Mrs. G. L. Om- address. The graduates are Mary
found an egg in his poultry yard morning of last week, were found at south to the cross roads which lead hood. The warning came in the wake was the accompanist. A re Weikel, Ernest Zollers, Allen
nick-of time, for the members of the port of the State Convention, was Hariey, and Nellie Messinger;
by 9J inches in. circumference, Oxford, Friday night.
The boy, to Cassel’s school house, and is 9650
family
barely escaped with their given by Mrs. Oberholtzer, followed class Colors, red and white.
feet
in
length.
The
road
in
Perki
with another hard-shell egg inside. who is somewhat weak-minded,
lives. As it was, the father had to by a report of the National Conven
omen
is
described
as
beginning
at
drove his brother to work a couple
Mrs. J. Stone Jewell has returned
—“Oh, it takes all kinds of weath
of miles from Royersford on Wed the township line between Skippack fight back thé flames while rescuing tion, held at Hartford, Conn., by from a visit to John Pendelbury
er to make a spring.” But, gee
his two children, who had been Miss Esther Evans, and a report of
nesday morning and failed to return and Perkiomen townships, at the
whiz! we’ve already had ’em.”—
partially overcome by the smoke. the World’s Convention, held in and family and Henry Mosely and
iron
bridge
crossing
the
Perkiomen
home. He became confuted and
wife, Philadelphia, and report them
Indianapolis News.
lost his way and drove across creek at Ironbridge at the ending of Many hundreds of persons visited Boston, by Mrs. Wm. D. Heebner. well and prosperous.
the
ruins
today,
finding
Mr.
BeatMiss Whitechurch gave an address
—John Carmiller fell from the Chester County to almost its most the macadamized road running to
Our taxidermist, J. Stone Jewell,
tie sitting upon a chair, the solitary on the progress of the Union along
Pennsylvania Railroad bridge at southern point before he was found Ironbridge through Skippack towohas
a magnificent bald eagle, now
article
of
furniture
that
was
saved.
Legislative
lines.
A
letter
ofgreetship;
thence
continuing
'through
Norristown, Tuesday, and frac and sent home.
the township of Perkiomen in a The Beattie home was a landmark ing from Dean Omwake, of Ursinus mounted. Several cranes, shot along
tured his skull.
The greeting the Perkiomen andSchuylkill rivers
westerly direction to the borough in this neighborhood, beingfinisbed College, was read.
Catarrh Cannot he Cured
—Mrs. Israel Drybread, of Mythroughout
with
walnut
and
mahog
included an invitation to the ladies are in process of being mounted.
line Of Trappe. The distance is
erstown, has a homespun towel with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they can 3332 feet.
any.
to
visit the College.
After the Joe has quite a reputation as a
not reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is
made in 1827 that was presented by a blood or constitutional disease, and in or
noonday prayer by Dr. Yost, lunch taxidermist.
der to cure it you must take internal reme
her grandmother.
The Best Friend.
was served in the basement by the
dies. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken intern
A Kentucky widow has finally
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
ally,
and
act
6
directly
on
the
blood
and
mu
Alexander
Benton, who lives on Rural members of the local Union.
—Young Thomas Lavin cut off a
landed a man who courted her for
At
cous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is not a
“Our little boy had eczema for five years,"
leg, an arm and an ear under a quack medicine It was prescribed by twenty years. That surely beats Route 1, Fort Edward, N. Y., says: “Dr. the afternoon session, Mrs. Rebecca
King’s New Discovery is my best earthly
writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. “Two
train, upon which he was jumping, one of the best physicians in ttjis country for all fishing stories.--N . Y. Herald.
friend. It cured me of a6thma six years Chambers, State President deliver- of our home doctors said the case was hope
years, and is a regular prescription. It is
ago. It has also performed a wonderful a very instructive addresss, which less, his lungs being affected. We then em
at Consbohocken.
composed of the best tonics known, com
cure of incipient consumption for my son’s
Don’t Pay Alimony
bined with the best blood purifiers, acting
other doctors, but no benefit resulted.
wife.
The first bottle ended the terrible was followed by remarks by Rev. ployed
—Field daisies readily sold for directly on the mucous surfaces. The per to be divorced from your appendix. There
By chance we read about Electric Bitters ;
congb,
and
this
accomplished,
the
other
Mr.
McRea,
of
Port
Providence,
and
fect combination of the two ingredients is will be no occasion for it if you keep your
bought a bottle and soon noticed improve
five cents a bunch in the'Norris- what
symptoms left one by one, until she was perproduces such wonderful results in
regular with Dr. King’s New Life rectly well. Dr. King’s New Discovery’s Dean Omwake; recitation by Miss ment. We continued this medieine until
town market, Tuesday. This is the curing catarrh. Send for testimonials free. bowels
several bottles were used, when our boy was
Their action is so gentle that the ap power over coughs and colds is simply mar
J. CHENEY & CC)., Props., Toledo, O. Pills.
first time they have had a market F.Sold
pendix never has cause to make the least velous." No other remedy has equalled it. Ida Thompson, a vocal solo by Miss completely cured.” Best of all blood medi
by Druggists, 75 cents.
cines
and body building health tonics.
complaint. Guaranteed by J. W. Culbert Fully guaranteed by J. W. Uulbert, drug Dessa Ebbert, and a cornet solo by
value.
Guaranteed at J. W. Culbert’s drug store.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. druggist, 25c. Try them.
gist. 50c. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Hoy Stoner.
50 cents.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
plIBLIC SALE OF

as no excuse for their indifference will probably recover, m e younger, ^ " O T I C E .
in not being present can be accept who sustained a severe concussion of
In the Court of Common Pleas of
FRESH COWS!
Davis Groff lost another horse, ed ; no standing jifar off and say the hraln along with internal injuries, Montgomery County, Pennsylvania, on
Is
thought
to
be
fatally
injured.
M
ay
8, 1907, was presented the petition of
Thursday, May 23.
Saturday evening, notwithstanding this -election district is run by a
the Norristown Trust Company of Norris
clique.
Two o ’clock until, eight
Heavy froat in Virginia Tuesday the best efforts of Dr. Price.
town, Pa., representing interalia, that it
o ’clock is your opportunity to de Demand Roosevelt For Another Term. is the owner of a certain messuage and 40
done great damage to the crops.
Lansing,
Mich.,
May
28.—The
state
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
acres and 39 perches of land in Lower
Sneak thieves visited a number of clare who is your candidates for
Charles B. Church, an actor, former
DAY, JUNE 8, 1907, at Perkiomen Bridge
passed a concurrent resolution Providence township, said county.
ly with John Wilkes Booth, died at residences in this section the past office. Saturday, June 1, 1907, will senate
That George Penniek a former owner, hotel, 25 fresh cows and springers direct
demanding th at President Roosevelt be
Cleveland, 0., aged 70 years.
week, stealing poultry, pigeons, be the first primary held under the elected for a second elective term as on the 26th day of March, 1840, executed a from Clinton county. Gentlemen, I will
mortgage
to Abraham Bean and John have a lot of very superior cows, the kind
Charles H. Treat, treasurer of the
new law.
president. The resolution went through Kratz, for $2800.00, see mortgage book No. that will surely please you. They are good
United States, addressed the Missouri household articles, etc.
22, page 342. That full satisfaction was sized, well shaped, and big milk and but
Old man Cochrane is a bemocrat, without opposition.
At tjie commencement exercises and
Bankers’ Association a t Kansas City.
entered oh the margin of the record of ter producers. Be sure to attend this sale.
sprung a huge joke oh the Leg
said mortgage, May 1, 1854, by John Sale at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
W. B. Ward, of Hopewell, Md., was of the Limerick schools at St. islature aud a most serious one on
MORE OVERCHARGES
Kratz, "oneof the mortgagees and assignee
J. W. MITTERLING.
■triaken with apoplexy while out James’ church, Saturday evening, the old soldier, when he presented
of Abraham Bean, tbe other mortgagee in
driving, and was found dead in his
his State Pension Bill,' and now he Furnishings In Suite of Rooms In Capi the annexed mortgage named.” That by L. H. Ingram, auct.
an
address
will
be
delivered
by
reference to the assignment of said Abra
carriage.
tol Cost $106,921.
ham Bean of his interest in said mortgage
The eomptroller of the currency is Frank S. Brant, of Philadelphia. finds this joke is acting like a
boomerang. It was a joke out and
Harrisburg, Pa., May 29.—The state to said John Kratz, tbe mortgage is not POSTPONED TO SATURDAY, JUNE 1,
sued a call for a statement of the con The musib will be furnished by out and the Senate and House tum
ON ACCOUNT OF THE WEATHER.
of Pennsylvania paid $106,921.82 to properly identified and said full satisfac
dition of national hanks a t the close of Lamb’s orchestra, of Pottstown.
is insufficient. That more than jpUBLIC SALE OF
bled to the racket. Cochrane is John H. Sanderson, of Philadelphia, tion
twenty-one years have elapsed since said
business on May 20.
Miss Susie Landis, of the Millers- willing to compromise for a cool for furnishing and equipping the seven mortgage became due and no payment of
Friday, May 24.
million ; but bow much' of ‘ that
principal or interest has been made by the
ille Normal School, is ill at the million will be left after a pension rooms of the lieutenant governor’s owner
FRESH COWS!
the land nor by its predecessors
suite in the new capitol, according to in titleof
The Maryland Democrat* will hold
within said period of twenty-one
their state convention at Baltimore on home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. agent, a pension bureau with its a statem ent issued by the auditors of years, and the legal presumption of pay
army of clerks, receive their sal the capitol investigating commission. ment has long since arisen.
Henry Landis.
August 8.
Notice is hereby given to Abraham Bean
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
The Pennsylvania Foresters will
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Bauer, of aries? I tell you its a joke, and Sanderson collected $44,583.20 for de and
John Kratz and all parties in interest DAY, JUNE 1, 1907, at Beckman’s hotel,
the Pennsylvania Legislature are signed woodwork and $15,712.20 for to appear
hold their next convention in Phila
in said Court on Monday, June Trappe, one carload of fresh cows direct
Sassamansville,
were
the
guests
of
jolly jokers. There are men who painting and decorating, which, It is 17, 1907, at 10 o’clock a. m., to show cause from York county, where they were se
delphia in May, 1909.
Mrs. Ambrose Linebaugh, of Davlds- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stauffer, Mon were out but a short time—ODe hun alleged, should have been furnished why said mortgage should not be satisfied lected to meet the wants of Montgomery
county farmers and dairymen. They are a
dred, days, thirty days, two weeks. by George F. Payne & Co. under Its of record. By the Court.
hurg, near York, Pa., , was fatally day.
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff.
lot of large, well-shaped cows and extra
Should not -their services be re original contract for the construction A. R. Place,
burned while rendering lard.
Attorney for Petitioner.
good milk and butter producers, the kind
The State surveyors, engaged in warded ? The Federal Government
Annie Sullivan, a chambermaid,
of the capitol.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., May that will please buyers. Don’t miss this
making
a
survey
for
a
map
of
all
the
sale, gentlemen. Sale at 1.30 p. m. Con
10,
1907.
does not recognize their services,
Two small passageways In this suite
and George A. James, a guest, were
ditions by
JONAS P. FISHER.
suffocated in a Are in the Metropoli oads in the State are stopping at and the State Government should. were filled with woodwodk, the charge
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
These_men
should
not
be
left
out
in
for
one
being
$6716
and
for
the
other
tan hotel at Utica, N. Y.
the hotel.
o t ic e .
$4839.20. The total cost of furnishing
the cold.
Mrs. Louis B. Hall, wife of the
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
A
meeting
of
the
Ladies’
Aid
ery
County,
Pennsylvania.
the lieutenant governor’s private office
manager of the National Press Asso
oes
The
Knox
boom
is
gaining
On
May
7, 1907, in open court was pre
Your gasoline engine need attention
ciation of New York, committed sui Society of the U. E. church met at strength. The great State of Penn was $34,486.35; reception room, $27,- sented a petition
of Clara H. Saylor, al or repairs ? If so, I can puteither in good
cide at Cincinnati, O., by drowning the residence of A. P. Fritz, Monday sylvania is always true to her- 969.59; ladies’ room, $29,076.89, and leging that Frederick Zimmerman pur shape. Saws and lawn mowers sharpened,
a messuage and tract of land con bicycles repaired; repairing and ^grinding
herself In a reservoir. '
evening.
pledges. Tbe fact is Pennsylvania two toilet rooms, $257.60. A11 the fur chased
taining forty-one acres and fifty-one of all kinds. I will call for your work.
nishings
in
this
suite
was
supplied
by
Saturday, May 25.
perches from John Schraek, on the 18th
SAMUEL J. GRIFFIN,
John Tyson and Son are doing is generally Republican. Shall she
day of August, 1771, situated in Upper
Former United States Senator John the mason work for an overshoot be recognized for her fidelity to the; Sanderson.
R. D. 1, Phcenixville, Pa.
Providence township.
’Phone, 521M, Phcenixville.
5-16.
party, or penalized—which ? Patton died a t Grand Rapids, Mich.,
That
he
being
so
thereof
seized
of
said
being built to Martin Hunsburger’s
Cause For Celebration.
of typhoid fever.
premises died some time prior to 1804,
So is it with Upper Providence
Two motormen were killed in a barn, near Yerkes.
Mrs. De Style—I met Mrs. Schopper leaving to survive him a widow, Barbara
township. The Lower election dis
HEN YOU WANT TO BUY
Zimmerman, and five children to wit:
head-on collision between trolley cars
OR NELL REAL ESTATE
Miss Mary Fritz visited her trict is a solid Republican district, at a bargain sale today; said she was Abraham Zimmerman, Catharine, wife of
celebrating
her
silver
anniversary.
at Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jacob Longacre, Mary, wife of John it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
and receives but little recognition ;
sister,
Mrs.
Krruse,
in
Pottstown,
we
will
certainly be pleased to give your
Rocco Panagino, who was on trial
Young, Julianna Zimmerman, and George
and now- we .have a candidate for Mrs. Gunbusta—Is she married twen Zimmerman.
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
for murder in -Brooklyn,' committed Sunday.
ty-five
years?
Mrs.
De
Style—No,
but
treasurer of our county, W. M. HagThat by deed dated April 2, 1804, and succeed in doing business with you the
suicide by hanging himself in jail with
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Koons and ginbothom, and we ask that recog her husband gave her $25. — New York recorded at Norristown, in and for Mont loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
his belt.
gomery county, in Deed Book No. 31,
nition for the township’s fidelity to Press.
39 E. Main Street,
page 490, &c., Abraham Zimmerman and
The car. barn of the Buffalo, Lake Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smith, of the party, by the election of Mr.
Norristown, Pa.
Mary his wife, Jacob Longacre and Cath
Brie Traction company, near Buffalo, Pottstown, were the guests of Mr. Hagginbothom to the office of Treas-:
o l k ».
arine his wife, John Young and Mary his
N. Y., was burned, together with 25 and Mrs. Albert Drace, Sunday.
A gold bracelet at the wharf of the wife, and Julianna Zimmerman, conveyed
urer of the county, a true, loyal Re
M ills.. Owner- can have same said tract of forty-one acres and fifty-one
cars, causing a loss of $100,000.
o t ic e .
T. D. Kline and daughter Edna publican, and abundantly qualified Collegeville
by
proving
property and paying for this perches to the remaining child of said
In the assigned estate of Joseph B.
Edna Fisher, 4 years old, who was
to fill the office.adver.
C.
F.
WIEND,
Frederick
Zimmerman,
namely,
to
George
visited
Rev.
A.
L.
Grater
and
Hunsberger.
Notice is hereby given to all
bitten by a dog three weeks ago, died
5-30.
Third Ave., Collegeville, Pa. Zimmerman, subjeot to the dower and the creditors of Joseph B. Hunsberger, in
Corn planted on the Betz farm is
at her home, near Valley Forge, Pa., family, in Norristown, Sunday.
privileges of Barbara Zimmerman, widow solvent, requiring them within six months
and relict of the said Frederick Zimmer from this date, to make proof ot their
of hydrophobia.
Township Treasurer T. D. Kline up and beginning to show in the
>OR
SALE.
man, deceased, whereby upon said prem claims in the manner provided by the Act
rows.
Monday, May 27.
_ Good milk Or huckster wagon. Ap ises was made said dower charge, &c.
received road taxes, amounting to
of Assembly of June 4, A. D., 1901, P. L.
Mrs. Mary Greenhow Lee, widow of
That the said land consisting of one Sec. 22 and 23, or be debarred from com
Mr. Frey of Frey & Forker, ply to COLLEGEVILLE MARKET CO.,
$700
at
Linffeld,
Monday,
and
on
tract
was
bounded
by
lands
of
Jacob
5-30
Collegeville,
Pa.
Captain Hugh H. Lee, died a t Balti
ing in upon the fund.
hatters, Norristown, while driving
Schrack, William Smith, William Fitz
JAMES G. DETWILER,
Tuesday received similar tax pay with his wife and child in Valley
more, aged 88 years.
gerald.
5-23-4t.
Assignee.
President Roosevelt will make an ments at the Centre.
o
r
s
a
l
e
.
Forge park, lost his overcoat; ; it
That the widow Barbara Zimmerman
A
lot
of
machine
threshed
wheat
and
address at the laying of the corner
died on or about March, 1850.
The Woman’s Missionary Society dropped out of the carriage unob rye straw. Apply to
That said dower was due and payable
st a t e n o t ic e .
stone of the new Masonic Temple
served. He returned over the road
A. T. ALLEBACH,
since her death, and it is believed to have
Estate of Oscar W. Hunsicker, late
of
St.
James’
church
will
meet
at
In Washington on June 8.
he had taken,-but could not find the 5-J6-31.
Collegeville, Pa. been paid shortly thereafter. No sufficient of Upper Providence*township, Montgom
Potatoes in the Lancaster, Pa., mar the home of Mrs. Schuhart on Sat coat.
release, acquittance, or acknowledgment ery county, deceased. Notice is hereby
of payment of the full amount of said given that letters of administration upon
ket have jumped from 60c to $1 a urday at 2 p. m.
We were honored with a visit
OR SALE.
dower fund or charge by the parties inter said estate have been granted to the un
bushel, owing to the unseasondble
Stowell’s Evergreen sugar corn, for ested therein, is of record in the county. dersigned. All persons indebted to the
from the editor of Town and Country,
weather.'
planting.
None
better.
15
cts.
per
q
u
art;
That more than twenty-one years has estate will make immediate settlement,
Pennsburg, Monday of last week. 2 qts. for 25 cts. Apply to or address,
Labor leaders and business -men of
elapsed since said dower became due and and those having claims against the same
FROM OAKS.
He is what we term a man after our
JOHN G. FETTEROLF,
no payment of principal or interest for will present them without delay to
Chicago are arranging a love feast for
Yerkes, Pa. more than twenty-one years has been de
C. D. HUNSICKER, Administrator.
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. own liking; a genial, sociable man, 5-2-3t.
July 4.
manded from or paid by the present owner R. D. No. 3, Royersford, Pa.
5-2.
Charged with embezzling $36,000 Winfield Fisher was bitten in the but then you know^ all editors are
on said land or her predecessors in title.
Whereupon the Court directed the Sheriff
R. F. Garner, a Southern Pacific rail face by a mad dog and died with all genial, sociable men. Mr. Hocker
TONE FOR SALE.
of Montgomery County to' give notice to
s t a t e n o t ic e .
way clerk, has been arrested a t Car- the symptoms of hydrophobia. The was seeing the sights in Valley s Good building stone. Apply to
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa. all parties in accordance with the pro
Elstate of Robert Blight, late of
child was six years old. At times Forge park, and he couldn’t leave
tersvllle, Ga.
visions
of
the
Act
of
General
Assembly,
Lower Providence township, Montgomery
the park without seeing Nick of
she
became
so
violent
that
it
was
dated
May
8
,
1895.
Notice
is
hereby
given
county,
deoeased. Letters testamentary
' Tuesday, May 28.
Oaks, one of the attractions. Suc
to Jacob Longacre, Mary Zimmerman, on the above estate having been granted
OR SA|.E.
Edna Wilson, an actress, committed necessary to strap her to her bed. cess to the young man, and may
Twelve h. p. O tto special electric Julianna Zimmerman, Abraham Zimmer the undersigned ail persons indebted to
suicide a t Columbus, O., by drowning She attended Sunday school Sunday prosperity attend him wherever fighting
engine with switchboard and 70 man, and Mary'Young, and to Frederick said estate are requested to make immedi
ohe week ago, and the next Sunday
herself in a bathtub.
fight dynamo. Can be seen running Zimmerman and Myra Vanderslioe, Ad ate payment, and those having legal
he
is.
ministrators of George Zimmerman, de claims against the same to present them
Price $450. Apply to
William McKie, a Kalamazoo, Mich., was in her grave, her death caused
ceased, and their heirs and legal repre without delay to
G. F. CLAMER, Collegeville, Pa.
John U. Gotwalts has been ap
druggist, while despondent from finan by a worthless cur. The Emery
sentatives, and to all other persons in
ALBERT C. KEYSER,
cial difficulties, shot and killed his cure was resorted to, but whether pointed Superintendent of the Monterested in said dower fund to appear in
Administrator,
the
directions
were
carried
out
ex
said
court
on
Tuesday,
June
18th,
at
10
teilo Brick Works.
Lower Providence, Pa.
mother and himself.
or sa le.
a. m. to'answer the petition, and Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
A first-class business stand and valu o’clockcause
Lightning struck the postoffice at plicitly we can’t say. The dog was
T. D. Grover, an estimable citizen
why tbe said messuage and
town, Pa.
4-18-6t.
property; will bear closest inspection show
Atlantic City, N. J., and shocked sev killed shortly after. It was re of Phcenixville, was buried in Mor1 able
tract
of
land should not be released from
and will be closed out at cost. A fine op the encumbrance
ported
the
little
girl’s
grandmother,
of
the
said
dower
charge.
era! men and women in the corridor.
ris cemetery, Tuesday. Mr. Grovei* portunity for any one interested in horses
By the Court,
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Dallas Sanders, a well-known lawyer who went to the little girl’s help, was at one time Register of Wills of Apply at
THIS OFFICE.
EDGAR MATTHEWS, Sheriff.
was
bitten.
Just
how
many
dogs
Estate of Joseph D. Rittenbouse,
and member of the Philadelphia board
E.
F.
Slough,
Attorney
for
Petitioner.
Chester
county.
He
was
also
a
con
late of Upper Providence, Montgomery
of civil service commissioners, died were bitten is not known.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., May county, deoeased. Letters of administra
OK SALE OR RENT.
tractor and builder and built the
after a long illness.
A fine summer residence at Woxall 7, 1907.
tion on the above estate having been
Post 45, G. A. R., with the Sons
granted the undersigned, all persons in
The United States treasury pur of Veterans, will decorate the Enamel Brick Works here at Perkl Montgomery county. Also for sale sevdebted to said estate are requested to
fresh cows. Apply to
chased 100,000 ounces of silver for de soldiers’ graves Saturday afternoon, omen. He was also a comrade'of eraf
OR SALE.
5-30.
B. ALBR1CI, Woxall, Pa
make immediate payment, and those hav
Post 45, G. A. R., Phcenixville.
livery a t the Philadelphia mint, at June 1.
3 acre farm, $1500; Ì30 acres, $1900; 20 ing legal claims, to present the same with
acres, $2100; 54 acres, $3500; 100 acres, out delay to
67.720 per fine ounce.
Comrades Augee and Ingram, of
$7500; 65 acres, $6500; 76 acres, $6500; 67
OR RENT.
REBECCA H. RITTENHOUSE,
John U. Francis has his yard in College ville, attended the Post meet
Wednesday, May 29.
$4000; and many others. If you
Frame
dwelling
house
on
Fifth
ave.
Oaks, Pa.
good shape, and has three beds of ing Friday evening. These old oom Collegeville. Immediate possession. Ap acres,
want to sell your farm, residence or hotel,
AMBROSE E. RITTENHOUSE,
Governor Cummins, of iowa, has an
tulips
which
present
a
beautiful
ap
A. D. FETTEROLF.
send description to
Norristown, Pa.
nounced his candidacy for the United pearance. He planted a thousand rades do not get around much, but ply to
THOS. B. WILSON,
JOSEPH D. RITTENHOUSE,
we are always glad to see them.
States senate.
4-25.
Eagleville,
Pa.
Fairview
Village, Pa.
The Pennsylvania Retail Coal Deal bulbs or more, and for his trouble
OR RENT.
Administrators.
The ninth annual assembly of the
has
the
finest
beds
of
tulips
we
A part of a house—seven rooms—and
Or their attorney, Chas. D. McAvoy, 415
ers’ Association held its third annual
Young People of the Brethren stable, on Second avenue, Collegeville.
have yet seen.
Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
4-25.
P O L IT IC A L .
convention at Reading.
churches of the Schuylkill Valley
Joseph Fly, who has been sick will be held Saturday, June 1, 1907 Apply toA. H. TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.
The Toledo Railway & Terminal
company, a t Toledo, O., was sold to the for several months, was brought to in Latsbaw’s Grove, Royersford. An
G. A Y. P. NAYLOR.
JpOR COUNTY TREASURER,
his home here at Oaks last week. interesting program has been pre-{
bondholders for $2,000,000.
OSITIONS
WANTEO.
AGENTS FOK T B E CELEB R A TED
He
was
taken
sick
while,
on
a
visit
Frank A. Sperry, former corporation
Horace P. Keely,
pared and some of the prominent
Two Philadelphia boys, about 17
The' ministers of the denomination will years old, and willing to work, wish posi
tax commissioner of Brooklyn, com to friends in Gratersford.
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA. Subject to Re
near together. Apply at
mitted suicide by drowning while de change may do him good.
publican rules. Primary election, Satur
make addresses, while music will tions
5-23.
TÔIS OFFICE.
spondent.
day, June 1, 1907.
3-7.
be rendered by the choirs of, the
The
Odd
Fellows
of
Port
Kennedy
Miss Philaner Swinnen, 30 years old,
Philadelphiaand Coventry churches.
held
an
ice
cream
and
strawberry
of Chicago, while demented shot and
ANTEO.
A good time is expected. No one is
OR COUNTY TREANURER.
A middle-aged woman for light
killed her mother and then set fire to festival Saturday evening, and the too old to belong to our “ Young
house, work; good wages and a good
her clothing and was burned to death. result was a success financially. People.”
home; two in family. Apply to
Seven cans of ice cream were dis
Wm M. Hagginbothom,
A. RIMBY, Collegeville, Pa.
posed
of,
and
some
of
those
who
at
Buckley for Sheriff, Hagginbothom
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
OF UPPER PROVIDENCE. Subject to
tended still had more room for for Treasurer, and Theodore Lane
Republican rules.
eport
Bean for District-Attorney, have'
Th* Latest Closing Prices In the cream.
- AND THE—
* o r T H E C O N D IT IO N O P T H B C O L L K Q K Principal Markets.
The rain, Sunday, was a disap many supporters, but as there are V 1LLK R A T IO N A L B A N K , A T O O L L E G E V IL L B , I N
OR SHERIFF,
T
H
E
S
T
A
T
E
O
P
P
E
N
N
S
Y
L
V
A
N
I
A
,
A
T
T
H
E
C
L
O
S
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PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR- firm; pointment not only to the members others, why we can tell you better
F
L IO N F E N C E .
O F B U S IN E S S , M A Y 20, 1907.
winter extras, $3.35@3.50; Pennsylva of Post 45, G. A. R., and Sons of after the primary election.
Charles E,, Swartz,
nia roller, clear, $3.60@3.85; city mills,
RESOURCES.
Both
are among the very best fencing on
fancy, $6.75@6. RYE FLOUR steady; Veterans, who proposed to drive
Our school closed Wednesday at
and discounts.............................$40,632 09 OF JENKINTOWN. Subject to Repuhli- tbe market and for cheapness and durability
per barrel, $3.75. WHEAT steady; over to Pikeland to decorate the Green Tree, and the scholars were Loans
can
rules.
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured__
04
cannot be excelled. For particulars apply to
Ho. 2 Pennsylvania red, 99@99i4c. graves there, but to tbe participants treated to lemonade and cake.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...... . 26,000 00
CORN firm; No. 2 yellow, local, 63V4@ of an automobile picnic party also.
Premiums on U. S. Bonds......... .......... 1,093 76
J. G. & V. P. SAYLOR,
securities, etc........................... 37,366 26
64V4c. OATS steady; No. 2 white,
New time tables went into effect Bonds,
Near Eagleville, Pa.
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 7,991 66 •piOR SHERIFF,
slipped, 51c.; lower grades, 49 %c. HAY Some fifteen or twenty automobiles
from National Banks (not reserve
R.
D.
No.
1,
Norristown.
Bell ’phone, 45-M.
steady; No. 1 timothy, $24 for large were to' bring the parties to Valley Sunday. That on the Pennsylvania Dueagents)...........................................
71
Grant M. Koons,
bales. PORK firm; family, per barrel, Forge park, Sunday, but they did Schuylkill Valley Division the time Due from approved reserve agents...... 2,395
3 2S-3m.
9,114 86
*10.60. BEEF steady; beef hams, per
is little changed. It is well to con Checks and other cash items.................... 16393 OF POTTSTOWN. Subject to Republican
Notes of other National B anks...............
3000
barrel, $23@24. POULTRY; Live firm; not materialize because of the wet sult your time table, however.
rules.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
)»ns, 16@17c.; old roosters, ll@12c. ness. Very peculiar weather we
58
71
and
cents...................
Dressed firm; choice fowls, 15c.; old are having, and summer weather
Our young friend. C. C. Sander Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Boosters, 11c. BUTTER firm;' extra prevails but a short time. Think of son, Chadd’s Ford, sent us a pretty
OR DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
Specie...............................$2,802 65
creamery, 25c. EGGS firm; selected,
Legal-tender notes...... —
790 00— 3,592 65
against loss by death from disease or acci
17%c.; nearby, 16Vic.; southern, 15Vi a twenty-four hour summer each souvenir of Memorial Day.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
dent in (he L O W E R PR O V ID E N C E
C. S. Sheive,
(5 per cent, of circulation).............. 1,260 00
©16Vic. POTATOES firm; per bushel, week. Is there no cause to mur
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
S0@85c.
mur? Well, no, there is not, where
Total . v.............................. . . . . ....... $128,579 55 OF NORRISTOWN, Subject to Repub- Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
BALTIMORE—WHEAT firmer; No. such a state Cannot be helped, and
lican
rules.
occurs.
RUN
DOWN
BY
TRAIN
2 spot, 99Vi@99%c.; steamer No. 2
LIABILITIES.
I. ?. REINER, President.
spot, 91Vic.; southern, 92@97Vic. CORN some of the weather-wise say this is
Capital
stock
paid
.. . a
.........$25,000 00
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
firmer; mixed spot, 60%c.; steamer the kind of weather which is to pre Two Little Girls Struck While Sitting Undivided profits, inless
p O R S H E R IF F ,
expenses and
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
mixed, 56Vic.; southern, 58Vi@61 Vic. vail all summer. Hope they’ll be
taxes paid............................................ 18879
O n'the Track.
Appraisers s
OATS firmer; white, No. 2, 49Vs®50c.;
National Bank notes outstanding....... f 25,000 00
fooled.
We
were
fooled
April
1st.
Altoona,
Pa.,
May
28.,—
Mary
and
ChaunceyJ. Buckley,
Due to other National B anks.................
200
Mo. 3, 48Vi@49c.; No. 4, 46®47c.;
THEO.
DETWILER.
Eagleville.
Individual
deposits
subject
to
check...
43,740
91
mixed, No. 2, 47c.; No. 3, 46@46Vic.; So were many more on spring Dora Snowberger, aged respectively
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
HATFIELD PA. Subject to RepubMo. 4, 45@45V4c. BUTTER easy; weather. The moon changed last 15 and 13 years, daughters of Häns Savings Fund deposits.«..................... 34,652 85 OF lican
W. E. BEAN, Trooper.
rules.
creamery separator extras, 25c.; held, week on the neck, and we caught it Snowberger, of Covedale, Huntingdon
T o tal...............
$128,579 55
10@ilc.; prints, 27@28c.; Maryland
county, while on their way to school, State of Pennsylvania, County ) _
and Pennsylvania dairy prints, 19® in the neck. .
p O R DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
of Montgomery,
5 *
Dead Animals Removed
JOc.. EGGS steady; fancy Maryland,.
The vigilant committee of the Re sat down to loiter on the railroad
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Vir
I,
W.
D.
Renninger,
Cashier
of
the
above
which
runs
from
Altoona
to
Peters
Theodore
Lane
Bean,
publican party of this election dis
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
ginia, 16c.; southern, 15@16Vic.
FREE OF CHARGE.
is true to the best of my knowledge
trict met at John U. Francis J r.’s burg. A passing freight train prevent-, statement
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub
and belief.
..
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
ed
them
from
hearing
the
approach
of
W.
D.
RENNINGER,
Cashier.
atore,
«Oaks,
to
devise
ways
to
get
lican
rules.
Live Stock Markets.
for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
a passenger train on the track upon
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 23rd
my place, than anybody else.
PiTTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— tbe voters to the primary election, which they were sitting and they were day
of
May.
1907.
I pay for stock when I get two head or
CATTLE higher; choice: $6® 6.25; Saturday. This new way is not
JOSEPH O. LANDES, Notary Public.
OR
DIRECTOR
OF
THE
POOR
hit
by
the
pilot
of
the
locomotive
and
more at the same time and place.
prime, $6.75@5.90. SHEEP higher; thoroughly understood by many
My commission expi;es January 28,1911.
prime wethers, $6.25G6.35; lambs, $6 voters, and a general effort should hurled down the bank by the side of Correct—A ttest:
| 2g"Both ’phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.
© 8 ; veal calves, $7.50@8. HOGS slow
James K. Thomson,
B. F. STEINER,
and lower; prime heavies, $6.20®6.25; be made to get tbe voters out to the the track. The girls were brought to
G
eo. W . S ch w eik er,
A. C. LANDES,
OF PLYMOUTH TOWNSHIP, Subject
mediums and heavy Yorkers, $6.30; primary elections.
Every voter the Altoona hospital. Both were badly
CHARLES Q,. HILLEGASS,
PROVIDENCE S Q U A R E , PA.
bruised
and
lacerated,
but
the
elder
to
Republican
rules.
Directors.
n&K w r*WBI an<l pigs, $6.35; roughs, who can get tberfe should be there,

A WEEK’S HEWS CONDEHSEL
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Insure Your H o r se s^

SHORT STORY ANDMISCELLANY.
brought from the railroad by a horse
car system, tb(e cars going down load
ed with ore and coming back with the
coal when it was needed. Every shov
elful had to be thrown ju st where it
was needed to feed the fire, evenly, and
Jim ’s arms ached as he strove to learn
the proper tw ist of the shovel to land
By ALICE CLARKE.
the coal in the desired spot.
It was two weeks before he could bj
Copyright, 1907, by C. H. Sutcliffe.
.trusted on a trick alone, but at last
"W hat Is the work?” asked Marsden Casey pronounced himself satisfied
as he pocketed the letter. John Duf- with Jim’s ability, and he reigned over
iord looked a t him over his steel bowed the stoke pit for eight hours a day.
It was hard work for a man whose
spectacles.
"When I was a lad,” he said severe exercise had been taken in a gymna
ly, “young men did not pick and sium, but Jim rapidly hardened to it,
choose. They were glad to take what and in six months it had become sec
they could get. You w ant to marry ond habit.
He sent east for books on engineer
my daughter and have come to me to
ask for work to prove yourself worthy ing, and by a mistake a book on elec
of her. I give you a letter to my su trical engines was sent him instead of
perintendent, and you calmly ask the the one for which he wrote. He sat
down to look It over before he sent
nature of the employment.”
“I merely wanted to know w hat sort back, and to the original book he add
of clothes to lay in,” Marsden explain ed others.
He had been there little more than _
ed In confusion,
“Any man who works needs plain, year when he sought out Travers and
serviceable clothes,” said the elder laid a plan before him. Less than half
man reprovingly. “I would suggest a mile up the valley a constant fall
th at you might leave your evening broke over the high cliff and rolled in
to the valley, 400 feet below. I t was
clothes art home.”
“Yes, sir,” answered Marsden obedi Jim ’s plan to use w ater power instead
of steam and employ a trolley on the
ently as he rose to go.
“Now, it is clearly understood,” Duf- tramway.
Travers smiled a t first, but Jim
ford said sharply, “th at you are not
to write or hold any communication worked out the plan for him, and the
with my daughter for two years. That New York office approved. Jim was
put in charge of the plant, and the
Is agreed to?”
company raised Travers’ salary.
“I promise.”
I t was well toward the close of the
“And on my p art I promise that if at
the end of two years I find that my second year that Dufford came to visit
superintendent gives a good report of the mine! No one knew of his inten
your Industry I shall withdraw my ob tion until word was telegraphed from
the station. The word was flashed
jection to your marriage.”
He swung back to his desk, and Jim about the camp th at the old man had
Marsden, placing the letter in his pock- come, but the first hint th at ladles ac
etbook, left the office. ' There was a companied him came to Jim as he
farewell visit to Marjorie, followed by stood in the door of the power house.
a visit to a cheap outfitter’s shop, and The road led past the door, and as he
when the night train pulled out for the stood listening to the rhythmic pur of
the dynamo the familiar sound was
west Marsden was a passenger.
It was long before sleep came to him. broken by the quick beat of horses
I t seemed unjust that John Dufford hoofs on the hard road, and around
the curve swung a maddened broncho
with a woman swaying in the saddle.
Marsden sprang into the roadway
and in one tense moment fought the
insane brute with desperate energy as
he was dragged along. Then the fight
was won, and he sprang to the saddle
just as Marjorie slipped, fainting, from
the seat.
“I came because I wanted to see for
myself,” she explained an hour later
as they sat on the porch of the super
intendent’s cottage. “I could not be
lieve that you had been content for
two years as a fireman. Of course, Mr.
Travers wanted the credit of introduc
ing the biggest money saving device
in the plant, and he did not remember
that father was particularly interest
ed in you. Father ought to have been
more explicit.”
“But it’s been a good thing for you,”
declared Mr. Dufford as he stepped
through the doqrway. “You’ve shown
the stuff that’s in you, and it’s mighty
good stuff—fit material for a son-inlaw. I’m going on to the rest of my
holdings in New Mexico as long as I’m
out here. As you are going to be put
in charge of my mining interests when
we get back to New York, you’d bet
ter combine a honeymoon and a busi
ness trip.”

HATS

IViarsden’s
Probation.

ABOUND THB CURVE SWUNG A MADDENED
BRONCHO.

should Insist upon a two years’ appren
ticeship, but if Jacob could serve seven
years and again seven for Bachel, he
should be able to serve for two.
The old man had no particular objec
tion to him save th at he had inherited
his money. This being the case the
stipulation that he should not even
w rite Marjorie, lest he work upon her
sympathies, seemed particularly hard,
but Dufford was a hard man, and if
Marsden wanted Marjorie for his wife,
he could only bow to the dictum.
It was four days before he landed in
th e little Colorado town which was the
nearest railroad point to the mine, and
the next morning a six hour ride
brought him to the desolate collection
of buildings grouped around the shaft
of the mine, which night and day
ground out more wealth for the com
pany of which Dufford was the head.
The superintendent was easily found,
and he glanced over the letter Marsden
presented.
“All right,” he said curtly. “Had
any experience firing?”
“Guns or steam engines?” said Mars
den.
“You know very well,” was the sharp
response. “Can you fire an engine?”
“I can,” was the quiet answer,
“though I have had no experience at
the work. It’s merely a m atter of
shoveling coal, isn’t it?”
“Shoveling the coal right,” corrected
the superintendent. “Better take your
things over to the bunk house, then go
to the engineer and tell him th at you’re
Jim and that Casey is to show you how
to fire. W hat is it, Peters?”
He turned to attend to another man
who had entered, and feeling himself
dismissed Jim turned away.
Inquiry developed the fact th at the
bunk house was the long, low shed
where the men slept am} ate. The
Chinaman in charge of the place
showed him where to put his trunk a t
the side of a narrow cot, and present
ly, clad in a suit of overalls, Jim
strolled into the engine room and pre
sented himself to the engineer.
“I am Jim,” he said simply. “Mr.
Travers said that Casey was to show
me how to fire.”
The engineer nodded over, his shoul
der.
“ Tell Casey,” he said and went on
w ith his oiling.
Casey was more companionable. He
deftly elicited information as to Jim ’s
place of hailing and other facts as he
made it apparent th at Mr. Travers was
right when he said that it was not
merely a question of shoveling coal.
Coal cost much when it had to be

The Sitters In Stations.
“I wonder w hat all these people do
that sit in the various railroad wait
ing rooms,” said the observant man.
“You see them in the Grand Central
station, in the waiting rooms a t Jer
sey City and Hoboken, sitting down
and apparently waiting without end.
You see the same types not only in
New York, but in any of the railroad
waiting rooms of the big cities. They
don’t seem to have anything to do; a
large part of them are not even enter
taining themselves by reading. They
appear to be watching nothing in par
ticular, and yet there they sit and
w a it They don’t seem to be interested
in the movements of the trains, for
they never look up when the ‘bawler’
comes through. They don’t seem to be
waiting for anybody, as they show
little interest in the crowds that stream
through after the arrival of every
train.
“There is the mother with the usual
assortment of babies, one of them al
ways squalling and the rest of them
running around with faces sticky with
candy; the thin, ancient dame with an
umbrella and a reticule, the elderly
gentleman with the black bag, the
young lady with the paper backed
novel and the young man with the
celluloid collar and the red made up
necktie. Look any waiting room crowd
over, and you always will find these
types, and they always are waiting.”—
New York Press.
Fishes In Captivity,
Fishes in aquariums when first
placed in captivity are likely to be
wild and to seek constantly to escape.
Sooner or later they quiet down, and
often they become very tame. They
feed well and grow and seem quite
settled and content in their new home.
But it may be that some fish, after a
year of this quiet, routine life, are sud
denly seized again with a desire to es
cape and go wild in their efforts, roam
ing the tank, incessantly and finally
killing themselves by running blindly
or recklessly into a walk Fishes are
sometimes greatly disturbed by para
sites. But fishes that are perfectly
sound take on sometimes in this man
ner, and their actions seem attributa
ble only to the awakening of an in
tense desire to be free again.
A Poor fyjle Then.
Elderly — Persevere, my boy, perse
vere! There's only one way to accom
plish your purpose, and th at is to
“stick to it.”
Youngley—But suppose your purpose
is to remove a sheet of fly paper that
you’ve sat down upon accidentally?—
Catholic Standard and Times.

Trimmed Free
of Charge

Lit Brothers
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SEVENTH

Philadelphia

THIS STORE CLOSES DAILV AT 5.30 P. M

WE DELIVER ALL GOODS FREE BY OUR WAGON SERVICE TO

Collegeville, Royersford, Spring City and Phoenixville on Tuesr
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$100,000 of New Merchandise at Half
Continuation of Our Extraordinary Series of Special Sales of Manufactur
ers and Importers’ Surplus Stocks of This Season’s Goods.
' T ' HIL ,StT i ' d0^ - Sa,e
Imaker8' surPlus stocks has certainly aroused the greatest enthusiasm. We
1
m a n u fU r 1
?P ♦ evenV ? " y *100.0°0 worth of merchandise, taking entire surplus stocks from
manufacturers, importers and Jobber? at the biggest discounts ever allowed by them. As a result all
over this store you will find the most wonderful bargains ever placed before you.

$18.50 Tailormade Skirts, $ 10.00

Women’s $20Tailormade Snits, $ 10

We secured a very large lot of these handsome
voile skirts. The quality Is guaranteed. They are
mad© over taffeta silk foundations, also guaranteed
Very wide skirts in all-over plaited effects, trim 
med at the toot with narrow and
broad folds of taffeta silk. The silk / N ■* / \
foundations are finished with ruffle a t
1 1 1
foot. Made to retail at $18.50—now a P 1 1 /
at the price o f ................

Chiffon Panama cloth, In navy blue, black, golden
brown and dark brown. The coats are the mannish
cut-away pattern 25 inches long, with semi-fltted
backs with double vents. Smart single-breaeted
three-button fronts and high breast
pockets. Revers edged with pique vest- g ft -d
ing. Full length sleeves, plain tail- ME I I I
ored. Amazing bargains a t the low
■ \J
price of.........................
—v
v

Women’s White Skirts, 98c

$3.50 Shirtwaist Dresses, $1.98

Excellent quality linens, in many very attractive
styles; some trimmed with .plaits,
others with tabs and covered but- £ \ Q _
tons. Made extra wide. Really worth v r t C
$1.50—m arked.........................
—

Good quality gingham or lawn in check or polka
dot effects. Full blouse waist, trimmed with em
broidery and plaits. Long or threequarter length sleeves. Skirts plain d* 4 A O
$3r 50rlkl‘ndseeP f° ,dS 0i mater‘al- * P
. 9 O

M en’s $20 to $25
S u its for $15.00

Men’s $12.00
S u its for $7.50

4-4.

NOBBY SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-BREASTED
SACK COATS.
Neat gray, checked, plaid, overplaid and mixed
worsteds and cheviots; also blue and black serge
unfinished worsteds and black Thibets. Single- and
double-breasted sack coat styles. Broad shoulders
of course, and wide lapels. Long-cut, semi-fitting
hacks. Tilth or without center vents. Good
serviceable tailoring In these suits,
and they are very dressy. Regular d*
C A
sizes 34 to 42—stouts up to 46.
V ^ 1 1
Remarkable values a t.............
H* * e A /V F

There are three points where weddings
touch the life of this store :

I

HAND-FINISHED, MERCHANT-TAILORED
SINGLE- OR DOUBLE-BREASTED SACK SUITS.
Worsteds, cheviots and cassimeres in the new
shades of gray—checks, plaids, overplaids and mix
tures; also black Thibet and navy blue serge. Cut
in the latest two- and three-button sack coat styles
with broad shoulders, wide lapels and form- or
semi-fitting backs. With or without center vents
Full- or half-lined. Some have cuffs on .
the sleeves. Peg-top trousers. Sizes 34 f f | SJ
to 42 in the regulars; stouts up to 46. J ? 1 ^
Amazing values a t . . . . ......... ....................

J. H . BOLTON,

Boys’ Russet Shoes and Oxfords

The high shoes come in golden brown, and the
oxfords In golden brown and light and dark shades
of tan Russia calf. Low button and
Blucher styles, and either tipped or f f
the popular plain toes. All sizes.
_ IZ (|
Actual $3.00 values—now......... ..
• a/ ' ^

Wedding Rings,

These shoes and oxfords are made of light or
dark shades of tan Russia calf, and are made on
custom lasts. They come in the
smart, manly lasts, so favorite with d?
the boys. Have widths B to E and j ) Z , C O
sizes 8 % to 5%. Actual $3 values, at * * '* " * &
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Wedding Gifts.
You will find us thoroughly prepared at
all these points whatever your price re
quirements.

BROTH ERS— ■ .

—

J . D. SA LLA D E,
Jeweler and Optician,

EO. A. WENKICK,
v r s E

OTJLBERT’S _
_
_

D IA R R H O EA M IX T U R E
Will ctire your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. :

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Engagement Rings,

Women’s Russet Shoes and Oxfords

I T1
1L—■

The undersigned will furnish and erect
IDEAL BOILERS and guarantee satis
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
FREED BOILERS — excellent steam
makers, 'safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
. of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
ing done at reasonable prices.

Com Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.

DEALER IN -

Hot A ir F u rn a c e s,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Tin Kooflng and Spouting Done
with Bent Duality Material.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
to:

Norristown, Pa.

S to v e s , R a n g e s,

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,

16 E. Main St.

^

s

|^

1 YOUWILL
l
HAKE NO I
1#
MISTAKEI

Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove I SE
Castings and Fire Br icks Supplied. Jobbing X t
promptly attended to.
4.4 . | ^
~—
■
-. "
—* 1 n

-■ W hen in Norristown ---- IT WILL ----

HEADQUARTERS FOR

-3 FINE FURNITURES-

PA Y YOU
---- TO VISIT------

Tbe Largest and Best Selected Stock tn the County.

SABELOSKY’S SHOE STORES,

SPECIAL SPRING SALE oF SUMMER FURNITURE

*6 AND 138 W. MAIN ST.,

O N E P R IC E ST O R E

w£ereyou can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
SHOES for Men, Women and Children
at the LOWE8 T POSSIBLE
PRICES.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.

I®“ ALL GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
Porch Rockers, Go-Carts, Refrigerators, Ice Chests, Lawn Swings, and I
carry a full line of all kinds of FURNITURE used In the hou ehold and office.
We do not claim to be MANUFACTURERS, but buy all our goods in large
quantities, which enables us to sell MUCH CHEAPER than the SMALL
MANUFACTURER.
Before making a purchase come and EXAMINE MY STOCK and GET
PRICE8 . You will save money. And you will find everything in the furni
ture line.
The immense stock comprises style, workmanship and materials that are
the product of tbe best manufacturers.

E X T R A V A G A N T C L A IM S
in advertising may induce some persons to make one purchase, but the bulk
of my business is with customers who have dealt with me year after year and
their friends—a guarantee that they are satisfied. An inspection of my stock
verifies all my statements.
SOLE AGENT FOB

Globe-Wernicke Elastic Book Cases
and Yawman & Erbe Filing Cabinets.
Storage for household goods. Each party’s goods stored in separate rooms.

G U S M O L F
113 E. M a in St. Norristown, Pa.
TELEPHONES—Keystone ,70. Bell 10A.

ft

C H A S. A. SA B E L O SK Y ,
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
10-11.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
»ERKIOMEN VALLEY
Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
o f Montgomery County.

Incorporated May 18, 1871.

ft
jMfc

If

In DRY GOODS, GROCER
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
GOODS, or in any department of
the big store on the corner you
will find what you want at the
right price.
Ready-made Pantaloons and
Overalls,. Overshoes, and Freed’s
Boots and Shoes are among the
speclaltlee.

_ Gents’ Furnishing Goods In
variety.

1 W. P. FENTON, 1

Insures Against Fire and Sforili, f t

ff

u

INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000.

ft

Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
Dil, Putty, Hardware.

ft

•ft

1 ff

CO LLEG EVILLE. PA.
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Office o f the Company:
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A. D. FETTEBOLF,

Se c r e t a r y .

H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.

T he I ndependent -—52 Numbers, 8-pages, $1. Subscribe now.

In making your purchases at
FENTON’S STORE. Years of
experience enables the proprietor
to know just what to buy, how
to buy, and how to sell the thou
sand and more articles kept in
stock in a thoroughly equipped
general store.

Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
day of each week ; also every evening.

M

RS. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S

E A T IN G H O U SE ,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office
Collegeville, Pa.
Meals to order: eatables furnished at all
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY
Are you thinking of heating your house with
Steam or Hot Water ?

T H E F fiE E D 8 0 I L E S S
ARE JUST THE THING FOR THIS PURPOSE. Absolutely do better
boiler made, either in square or round designs.
The cui shown .here is the style of our latest designed WATER
BOILER. This boiler has proved to be an A -l Steam as well as Water
Boiler.
Get a boiler that is made right .here at home, and when you are ready
to have one put in write us or call at our plant and see them and be con
vinced that the FREED is the BEST.
We will measure your house, tell you how much radiation it requires,
what size boiler it will take, and make you out a set of complete specifica
tions for a first-class heating plant.
You can then have your steam fitter give you a price for furnishing
the plant and installing it according to our specifications, and be assured
of a plant that will be entirely satisfactory.
Every boiler installed according to our specifications is positively
guaranteed to do the work, while all our boilers are guaranteed against
any defects in manufacture.
Write for catalogue showing our various designs.
We are also equipped to do any kind of casting and machine work.

Steam Fitters’ Heater Co.
Branch Office :
Home Office and Works :
KOYERSFORO, PA.
I'OLliEGEVILLE, PA.
Bell ’Pilone Connections.

SPRING

OO I

A V e r y Im p o r ta n t M a tte r
Olamer’s CollegevUle Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and pat in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

$8 TO $25.

The clothes here boast
the distinction of having
been designed and tail
ored by creators of fash
ions in clothes.

MADE IN NEW YORK.§m

m

»

1m
§

{

HOLD ON THERE 1

Be eareful not to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we have had
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two, also.
Come and see as.

9
S
i
m
i
*

They’re made in New
York, where all styles
It are
to order and fit
1 and born,
look as though the
i wearer
had been meas
1
ured for them.
:
$8 to $25
It Suits,
1 Fancy Vests, : $1 to $5

m

YOST’S LIVERY
RAILROAD HOUSE

Good teams Tarnished promptly
at reasonable prlees.

^ MARBLE MS-

Usually a lot of Second-hand
Vehicles on Hand for Sale
Cheap.

S pring H a t s !
Our ambition grows
w ith every year. Our
hats are always good.
Now they are better than
ever.
Stiff Hats,
Soft Hats,

-N ECK W EA R 5 0 C E 3S T T S .

The distinctive styles
H E N R Y Y O S T , JR. that mark them entirely
G - r a n i t e “W o r k s .
Both ’Phones.
new and “ sm art” are
here. They are also ex
H. B; BRANDT, *-< Proprietor*
clusive b e c a u s e t h e
maker of our neckwear
W hen in N orristow n, Pa.. controls the design and
Walnut Street and Seventh
STOP AT THE
they cannot be had else
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
where.

RAMBO HOUSE,
(Opposite Court House).

R. M. RO O T,

First-class Aceommodations for Han

321 High Street,

and Beast.

POTTSTOWN, PA.

8 tabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.

Both English and German spoken.

P. K. G able, P rop rie tor.

HORACE STORB

Marble

THE BEST HARNESS
MADE TO ORDER.

ASKING OF HARNE88 a specialty,
tlm, +° .e"°fce grade cigars. Special atten“ ontoho* trade.

w.

SQUARE,

PATENTS

Send model, sketch or photo of invention for <
free report on patentability. For free book, (

E. JOHNSON,

pr o v id en c e

—AND—
We promptly obtain Ù. B. and Foreign

hrMu'
of harness supplies, saddles;
wintf8’ J?00*8’
for summer and
ftV P iin ïï1;!.6 *)rooms, combs, brashes, &c.

PA

K ° ltR„ * J I t o w n
herald
F
B # # K B IN D E R Y . Binding,
in»
Perforating, Paging, Number
' s . Blank Books for Banks and Business
•>onnfl8’Jlilen epeelel attention. Magazines
cheaply S
H
E
-Wfc*ly and
Address. Est mate8 eheerfully furnished.
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

and managed by these. :
DIRECTORS WHO DIRECT:
John W. Loch
Horace C. Jones
Ashley P. Hunter
Amon W. Geiger
Henry M. Tracy
Henry C. Biddle
N. H. Larzelere
S. H. Orr
Horace C. Coleman Hervey C. GreSh
J. A. Strassburger
J. Frank Boyer
John Walton
Matthias L. March
J. P. Hale Jenkins
Frank B. Wildman
Montgomery Evans Frank S. Yeakle
Irvin P. Knipe
Francis J. Clamer
H. K. Regar

Norristown Trust Co.
DeKalb and Main Sts.
*W E

* TEST

EYES

From Minimum
to Maximum.
By WILLIAM-F, BRYAN.
Copyright, 1907, by.M. M. Cunningham.

Out of the night came the sound of
galloping hoofs and the staccato bark
of small arms. Little Bradley, who
ia d arrived at the ,Shaw ranch that
evening on his first visit west, prompt
ly dropped *under the billiard table.
The others, to whom it was an old
story, glanced out of the window and
went on with their game.
“Looks like a part of the B 4 outfit,’
remarked Callendar carelessly as he
chalked his cue. “Come on out. Brad
ley. They’re merely some Joyous cow
punching souls on their evening out.
Going down to the Palace, I imagine.".
Bradley, red both from exertion and
chagrin, emerged froiu beneath the ta-

— AND —

FITSPECTACLES
Also REPAIR Spectacles and
Eye Glasses of All Kinds,

Kerper & Custer, Jewelers
10-11.

238 HIGH STREET,
POTTSTOWN, PA.

FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John S? Kepler,")

Undertaker > Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.
“I’D GIVE HAT.F A MILLION TO HAVE THAT
COLLECTION OF DIVES MOVED.”

TRADE-MARKS

Granite
W orks,
(JJ 149 High St.
POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.

Opposite U. S. Patent Office \
WASHINGTON D. C.
>
Advertise Your Sales in the
Independent.

Designs

and

I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler,
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
expectations of those who will entrust me to
serve them.
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2

THE OLD STAND
Established

Estimates Fam 

ished Free ot Charge.

I f you have anything to
util, advertise it in the Independent

1875.

Choice Bread

$1 to $5
50c. to $5

—AND—

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

CTÔnBR $ 4 , 2 5 0 , 0 0 0

I

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

THE ENTERPRISE

S afe

§

W.H. GRISTOCK’S SONS COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

M ade

by depositing your funds with this
strong institution having under
its control assets

And Replace Broken Lenses

FoE FARMERS to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING done and
where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
Tou will And it at

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perktcmen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and In
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
Carriages and Business
Wagons Built to Order
at Right Prices.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R. H. GRATER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

B a n k in g

5

AND

Cakes
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention giv^n to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Crushed.
“I f I could only die and leave you
well off,” he said after they had had
their first quarrel, “I would be glad
to go.”
“How,” she cruelly asked, “could you
die and leave me otherwise than well
off?"—Chicago Record-Herald.
A Dangerous Precedent.
The best case’ which I have seen of
law versus Justice and common sense
is one which Montaigne relates as hav
ing happened in his own day. Some
men were condemned to death for
murder. The judges were then inform
ed by the officers of an inferior court
that certain persons in their custody
had confessed themselves guilty Of the
murder in question and had told so cir
cumstantial a tale that the fact was
placed beyond all doubt. Nevertheless,
it was deemed so bad a precedent to
revoke a sentence and show that the
law could err, that the innocent men
were delivered over to execution.—Lon
don Graphic.
Practical Patriotism.
In the early part of the war between
the states, when patriotic merchants
and manufacturers were sending their
clerks and workmen to the field, with
a promise to provide for the wants of
their families, as well as to continue
their salaries during their absence, a
very enthusiastic landlady of New
York offered to allow her boarders’
Mils to run on as usual should any of
them desire to go for the defense of
the nation.
A Fallacy.
“A woman has no sense of humor/’
remarked the acrid man.
“That is a fallacy,” answered his
wife, “that has arisen from the fact
th at most of them are not so stupid as
to laugh a t their husbands’ efforts to
be clever.”—Washington Star/

ble and picked up his cue. “I thought
that people out here had quit those
fool tricks,” he explained, his teeth
still chattering.
“They have, except for special occa
sions. But when they do tu rn . loose
they generally give us a salute in
passing.”
“The Palace is that drinking place
down the road?”
“Just that. You see,” explained Cal
lendar; “when Colonel Shaw bought
his ranch there was one quarter section
he could not get hold of, owned by a
stubborn brute of a fellow who would
not let go. That was the foundation
of the town of Minimum.”
“Funny name!” commented Bradley.
‘That’s why they took it. The origi
nal holder has been dead some years
now, but the town goes on. You see,
it’s nearer the mines by ten miles than
the railroad town, and between the
miners and the cowboys things are
kept lively.”
“They don’t like the colonel because
he objects to the rum holes they run, al
most a t his door, and when things are
mussed up, they generally ride past
and give us a salute. It’s only once or
twice that the shots have come
through. As a rule they fire Into the
air.”
Some one called Bradley to make his
shot, and the m atter was not again
taken up until late th at evening, when
Bradley and his host sat chatting In
the smoking room, and the guests good
naturedly told the story of his fright.
“Pd give half a million to have that
collection of dives moved away,” said
Colonel Shaw bitterly. “I suppose when
the railroad comes it will be still
worse.”
“The L, C. L. cutoff?” asked Bradley.
“Are they coming through here?”
“Right past the town,” assented the
colonel. “I think I shall have' to give
up the Idea of living here. I had hoped
to buy up all the land and have the
finest place around here In my old
age."
“How much are you really willing to
spend?” demanded Bradley. “I mean
business.”
“And 1 meant the half million. I of
fered old Pete $300,000 for the quarter
before the town grew up, when he just
had a little saloon down In one comer."
Bradley gravely put out a hand so
white and slender that men seldom an
ticipated the strength of his grip. “I’ll
do It and make a profit in the end,” he
announced.
Colonel Shaw shook hands gravely
enough, bat he smiled beneath his
heavy mustache. A six footer himself,
he had all the big man’s contempt for
the little fellow. How could Bradley,
with his five feet seven, conquer where
his six feet two had failed? ,
But he rather liked Bradley In spite
of his handicap of size. Of course, he
was Impossible as a suitor for Nancy’s
hand, though personally he was a good
sort of chap.
The following morning Bradley
strolled down to the Palace for a drink,
and In ten minutes he had ,picked up
an acquaintance with the proprietor.
That evening at the dinner table his
announcement th at he found Pete
Buckley rather a companionable sort
of chap created an even greater sensa
tion than had his performance of the
night before.
“He didn’t throw you out?” cried
Colonel Shaw In amazement.
“Not a bit of it,” said Bradley com
fortably, blissfully ignorant of the faet
that the colonel himself had been sub
jected to that indignity, as well as all
and sundry of his previous guests who
had strayed into the Palace. “We had

a couple of bottles of champagne and
quite a long chat.”
All of the guests were regarding
Bradley curiously, but that did not af
fect Bradley. He was chatting wjth
Nancy, and he did not even hear the
colonel’s muttered explanation:
“He was so little they were ashamed
to hurt him.” \
Bradley’s visit was the first of sev
eral during the week, and when he
started back to town it was with a bot
tle of “Buckley’s- best” (which was
very bad indeed) in his traveling bag
and a Jiearty sendoff from the “regu
lars.”
He was back again in a couple of
weeks, and the colonel regarded curi
ously the smile of contentment. that
played about his lips when Minimum
was mentioned. Bradley refused to
divulge any of his plans and diverted
discussion by the announcement that
the L. C. L. had decided to run the line
three miles farther to the south.
The statement was received with in
credulity until Bradley pointed out the
advantages to be gained, and the colo
nel sighed contentedly. Not only would
the line leave his property untouched,
but Minimum would not be a. railroad
town.
Down at Minimum the news was re
ceived with less placidity. Buckley
promptly decided that it was the colo
nel’s work and was for immediate ex
termination of his neighbor. Only
Bradley’s arguments induced him to
abandon the plan, and when his ex
citement had cooled somewhat fie and
Bradley went into executive session.
That evening as Bradley strolled In
to dinner the smile had broadened, and
he looked pityingly a t young Calleiidar, who was generally supposed to be
the colonel’s choice for a son-in-law.
It was when the others had gone off
to play billiards that he dropped Into
the library, where the colonel sat writ
ing.
“It’s going to cost you about $30,0o0
and two half sections of good land,"
he announced. “Will that be all
right?”
“Which half sections?” queried the
colonel.
Bradley Indicated them on the map.
“I’ll deed them to you tomorrow,”
•greed the, colonel. “How did you do
It?”
“Sympathized with Buckley,” ex
plained Bradley. “Told him it was a
shame that the line of the road was
transferred south, without explaining
that it took me a week to argue my
uncle into changing the route—Uncie
Jim’s president of the road, you know.
Then I pointed out that we could get
some land to the south where we could
spread out as we never could in Mini
mum, and I undertook to induce you to
give up the land.
“Then I volunteered the promise that
you would duplicate the town build
ings on the new site as a bonus, and
Buckley gets the extra quarter section
for more town lots. He’s so profound
ly grateful that he wants to take me
in as a partner.”
“And all this has taken you less than
three weeks,” said the colonel, admir
ingly. “Why, man, I’ve worked for
twelve years to get that quarter sec
tion.”
“ ‘By force alone ye shall not con
quer,’ ” quoted Bradley softly. “Even
we little fellows have our uses, colonel.
I guess I’ll see If there’s a chance to
get Into the game in-the billiard room.
We can fix up the titles and the con
tracts in the morning.”
He strolled out, but the colonel did
not resume his work. He wheeled
about, staring into the fire.
It was a twelve mile drive to the
county seat, where the papers were re
corded, and as they drove home in the
twilight of the next evening the colo
nel reined In his horse In front of Mini
mum. Across the front of the Palace
was an oilcloth sign which read:
On or before July 1
This hull town will
Remove
to
Maximum
Three miles down the road.

“My name,” chuckled Bradley as the
horses moved on. “Suppose we cele
brate by making a bonfire of the
town ?”
“That’ll be a good site for you to
build when you marry Nancy,” chuc
kled the colonel—“that is, if you still
want her.”
“If?” echoed Bradley. “It was to
gain her that I worked so hard.”
“You’ve earned her,” assured the
colonel. “I’m proud of you, my boy.”
Pat’s Reasoning.
An Englishman and an Irishman
were walking along a country road
when they crept into a farmyard and
stole a horse from the stable. Pat,
thinking that the horse was no good
without the cart, stole a cart from
the same place. The news at once
spread about that Farmer Giles had
had a horse and cart stolen, and the
police were soon on their track. .T he
policeman, meeting the Englishman
with the horse, inquired of him where
he got the horse, the Englishman re
plying that the animal belonged to
him.
“How can you prove it?” asked the
policeman.
“Because I have had it since it was
a foal,” was the answer.
P at overheard this conversation. He
was pulling the cart along when the
policeman stopped him, asking him if
the cart belonged to him.
“Sure,” said Pat. “Why, I have had
this cart ever since it was a wheel
barrow.”—Judge’s Library.
Promptness.
Mr. Newcastle—The man that mar
ries my daughter must be worth at
least $50,000.
Cholly Aircastle—Yes, that’s about
what I figured I was worth. Could
you write me out a check for it now?
—Des Moines Register.
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E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, May 30, 1907.
I t has been estim ated by the brokers of
Chicago that $200,000,000 have been" lost and
won in thirty days in wheat speculations.
Wheat has reached the dollar mark.
The
surplus from last year will largely compen
sate for the shortage of the crop this year, if
there be any shortage.
But this con
sideration will not prevent the gamblers in
wheat from gambling.
ANOTHER POLITICAL SURVEY.

of those who condemn Mr. Johnson and praise Senator
Roberts, and encourage his Company of hood winkers
and high kickers. Second: Is the Republican party of
this county dirty? Is the standard of political citizen
ship low ? If dirty, will it be cleaned by the RobertsBean Company, Limited ? Will the standard be raised
by that cantankerous, boisterous, combination of
bluffers? Will it? Let the truth be spoken as to the
fruits of the Republican party in the county, as in evi
dence, at this time. Is it not true that the governmental
affairs of the county are being as well, as capably, and
as honestly administered as at any time in its history ?
Is it not true that our public servants are faithful to
the public? The editor has not in his possession one
particle of evidence to the contrary, and therefore
simple justice demands that the men who are libeling
their party, and libeling the public servants of
their party, for no other purpose than to advance their
own selfish political interests, be denounced in unequiv
ocal terms. Third: What’s the matter with Mr. John
son, that he is being hounded? Is not some credit
due him for the successful work he has accomplished
as a leader? Does not the present status of official
affairs in this county reflect at least some credit upon
him as the leader of the majority party ? Of course, he
is not perfect. Who is ? But he mixes his politics with
common sense and has exercised common honesty in
ranging himself on the side of honest and capable home
government. Well? Well, here’s what’s the matter.:
He has not been doing some things to suit the!eXalted
political mi-lords (created .politically with the assist
ance of Mr. Johnson) who constitute the Roberts-Bean
Company, Limited — political acrobats, jugglers,
spell-binders, and so forth. Therefore, Mr. Johnson is
to have his political head cut off by the Company’s
“sword of righteousness” and then the Company will
enthrone itself and direct the affairs of the Republican
party according (??) to the wishes of the party, and not
of the Company I Oh, ye gods I Was ever such a
spectacle of political pretens§ witnessed in Mont
gomery county? Not within thirty years, surely.
Senator Roberts and Theodore Lane Bean, Esq., posing
on stilts before the Republican party as a pair of polit
ical immaculates, and wielders of the “sword of
righteousness” !! And who is Senator Roberts? He
is a young lawyer who was suddenly lifted from polit
ical obscurity and catapulted into the position of As
sistant United States District-Attorney for Eastern
Pennsylvania, and who was soon thereafter nominated
and elected to a seat in the Pennsylvania Senate. His
political antics, under the intoxicating influences of his
position add surroundings,sincehissudden appearance
above the political horizon, have been rather con
spicuous; sometimes a little startling. As evidence of
the presence and influence of political brain hypertrophy
became more and more distinct the Senator became
more restive and ambitious; and in a little while ,Jbe
found himself scheming to relegate to the rear the very
man who quite effectually assisted him to get into
prominence in county politics. Was that an evidence
of political manliness ? Last fall he played fast aud
loose with the Republican organization and with the
Lincoln party. He tried to serve both to gain political
advantage for himself, and had to do with the non-en
dorsement of Mr, Stuart, Republican candidate for
Governor, at the Republican convention at Norristown
—one of the baldest instances of political duplicity abd
cowardice on record. While his record in the Senate
is not a bad record it is by no means what it is claimed
to b e,-in excellence, by his worshipers. How about
his vote against the Two Cent Fare bill, which he in 
directly promised his constituents to support. And
how about his wonderful (?) support of the Trolley
Freight bill and Eminent Domain bill. Were his num
erous amendments offered in place calculated to
further or retard the enactmentof needed and promised
trolley legislation'? Let his worshipers answer. The
editor has the information from a reliable source that
Charles Johnson exerted v ert much more influence in
behalf of trolley legislation than did Senator Roberts
during the recent session of the Legislature, and our
informant was in a position to know what was going on
there. Senator Roberts, after all that can be said,in
his favor, has proved himself to be a vascillating public
servant and worse than vascillating as a politician. If
the Republicans of this county want to strike down a
faithful leader and install the head, of the firm of Rob
erts-Bean Company, Limited, it will be their glorious
privilege to do s o ; and accept the logic of future de
velopments. And who is Theodore Lane Bean? He
is a young lawyer, who, fresh from the University, was
rushed into prominence by influential Republicans and
elected Burgess of Norristown with the considerable
aid of those who are to have their political heads cut
off by the delectable Company’s “sword of righteous
n ess.” He became restive as Burgess. His ambition
was bothering him, disturbing his slumbers and his
balance-wheel, and he resigned to take up the duties
of Assistant District-Attorney, a position he received
largely through the influence of. those who are to be
struck down by the Roberts-Bean “swordof righteous
n ess.” Mr. Bean is very loquacious and ambitious; he
has more political ambition than ballast, and Sen
ator Roberts and Mr. Bean are a pair of very conspicu
ous political ingrates. It remains to be seen whether
the Republicans will turn down Conrad S. Shelve for
District-Attorney and turn up Theodore Lane Bean.
The indications at this writing are that they will do no
such thing.

A more disgusting exhibition of political char
latanism has never heretofore been thrust upon the
people of Montgomery county than is now being con
ducted by the firm of Roberts-Bean Company, Lim
ited. The exhibition is one of anonymous correspon
dence written by well-paid hirelings and spread over
columns in Philadelphia dailies. The servants of the
Company are firing from ambush and are revealing the
artifice, the audacious exaggerations, the false pre
tenses, the puffery, and the turgid bombast of their
conceited political masters;' masters who would “steal
the livery of heaven” to cloak their cunning machin
ations—in the satiation of their morbid ambitions, and
in the expression of their ungrateful impulses. This
relatively new Company of noisy political thimbleriggers are blatant and persistent in their efforts to
dupe and decoy a sufficient number of Republicans to
install them as the managers of the Republican party
in Montgomery county, as a reward for their hypo
critical blatherings and their pretended political
righteousness. Here is a fair specimen from the polit
ical “ wolves in sheep’s clothing” : “ The struggle for a
cleaner political party and a decentstandardof political
citizenship is now on in earnest,” meaning, of course,
that the Republican party (excepting themselves and
their friends) is dirty, and that their standard is the
“ decent standard of political citizenship.” Was ever
effrontery more brazen ! From the same source comes
the frightful prediction that “the sword of righteous
n ess” is about to fall upon a political machine not
stamped Roberts-Bean Company, Limited, the inference
being that the Company has something like letters
patent to a monopoly of political righteousness!
And so the dirtiness of Republican politics is
to be washed away with holy (?) water, soap, and cotton
furnished by the Roberts-Bean Company, Limited, and
a number of dirty Republicans are to have their polit
ical heads cut off with some kind of a “sword of
righteousness” manufactured by the same Company.
A s to conceited assumption and presumption the exhi
bition thus afforded by pretentious and scheming polit
ical upstarts would be ludicrously ridiculous, did it
not involve some very reprehensible features. In any
sphere in life a fawning, “holier than thou” pretender
and hypocrite deserves to be despised. In the long
run he usually gets what he deserves in politics. For
awhile he may achieve success—the success that
carries with it the seeds of disaster. The Company
doing stunts political in legerdemain and what not
should enlarge its outfit by the addition of a pair of
white-robed trick mules as a special attraction fora
side show, with one of the firm (from the upper end) in
charge. Should the circus result in success and profit
to the Company the Company will be expected to be
sufficiently enterprising and magnanimous to provide
cemetery accommodations for the unclean Republicans
slain politically by the Company’s “sword of righteous
ness. ” In that event the mules may be found especially
serviceable. * *_ * If the Republicans of Mont
gomery county (including those who are not “sane”—
in the estimation of an editorial writer of Philadel
phia—) will considerately analyze the situation as it
actually exists, they will reach the conclusion that the
co-partners of a certain Company that is making a good
deal of fuss about righteousness and clean politics, are
very much in need of a political bath in ordinary hot
water, well soaped with tar soap, and a vigorous rub
bing down with rough towels. Now as to some analysis,
beginning, first, with the Penrose scarecrow: Did not
Senator Roberts vote for Boies Penrose for United
States Senator some time ago? He did. Is there now
any guarautee to be found under high heaven or on
earth that Senator Roberts w ill not vote for the reelection of U. S. Senator Penrose in the future ? If
there is who can locate the guarantee ? He has hereto
fore announced that he will be guided by the wishes of
a majority of the Republicans of the county in voting
for U. S. Senator. He dare not stultify himself now by
declaring that he will not abide by the wishes of a ma
jority of his Republican constituents, and further
stultify himself by putting the declaration into effect.
In so far as Charles Johnson will have to do with the
M r . Cleveland and J udge G ray , the two most
Senatorial question next year his position is now and
prominent Democrats in the United States, will speak
will be then identical to that now occupied by Senator at the unveiling of a monument to Thomas Francis
Roberts. Now, mark the unfairness, and the pretense, Bayard in Washington, June 22.

ASKS APOLOGY
FOR GRADUATES.
FROM PRESIDENT We have Lawns* Bat
Dr. Long Demands He Retract “Fakir”
Statements or Prove Them.
MAKES PUBLIC OPEN LETTER

istes, Dimities, Linens,
Nuns Veiling, Cashmere
Voils and Silks for their
Gowns. Also Gloves,
Belts and Hosiery. These
are always lower priced
here.

FOR HOME.
On the

big,

Second Floor

bright
we are

showing the greatest as
sortment of Fancy Car

Stamford, Conn., May 29.—Dr. Wil
liam J. Long made public an open let
pets that this store has
te r he has written President Roose
velt," which adds an interesting chap
ever carried. The stock
te r to their “nature fakir” controversy.
In part it is as follows:
“Dear Sir—The issue between you
embraces a carload of
and me is no longer one of animals,
hut of men; it is not chiefly a m atter
of natural history, but of truth and
Dainty Fans, Parasols, China and Jap Mattings,
personal honor. As president of the
United States you have gone out of Handkerchiefs and Jew
unequaled for beauty of
your way publicly to injure a private
citizen who was attending strictly to elry; Shirt W aist Sets,
his own business. As a man you have
accused of falsehood another man Fancy
Buckles, Neck design and excellence of
whose ideas of truth and honor are
quite as high as your own.
Chains, Bracelets, Toilet quality, and all offered
“If I have spoken falsely, If In any
book or word of mine I have inten Sets and Fancy Combs.
without advance in price.
tionally deceived any child or man re
garding animal life, I promise publicly
to retract every such word and never
to write another animal book. On the
other hand, if I show to any disinter
ested person that you have accused
me falsely you must publicly withdraw
your accusation and apologize. As a
man and as president no other honor
able course is open to you.
N O R R ISTO W N , p a .
“You base your recent charges
?
chiefly on the m atter of a big white
wolf killing a young caribou by a bite
in the chest, described by me in
‘Northern Trails.’ You declare the
The Original BORNEMAN
thing to be a mathematical impossi
bility, and declare ‘not possibly eould
a wolf perform the feat.’ ”
Dr. Long declares he knows fyom
his own observation and from the tes
---- NOW OPEN AT----timony of Indians th at wolves do some
times kill in this way, and then quotes
the signed and witnessed statem ent ol
S. J. Hapidan, an educated Sioux In
dian, who states he saw a horse which
NORRISTOWN, IP-A
-.
a wolf had killed by tearing its chest
FIRST-CLASS
PLATE
WORK
A
SPECIALTY.
THE
BEST
8
ERVICE
GUARANIn addition to this, Dr. Long says he
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE
himself had seen a deer which had
OLD AND NEW PATRON8 .
been killed in a similar manner by a
10-18-ly.
S. S. BOKNENAN, I». D. 8.
wolf, and further recites that his In
dian, Matty Mitchell, declares thal
the big white wolf frequently kills
caribou in this manner. Continuing
Dr. Long says:
“You cannot a t this stage, Mr.
Im pressively Stylish. Exceptionally W ell Made
Roosevelt, take refuge behind the
W
e are ready to show you some rich, nobby clothes— late effects
presidential office and be silent You
have forfeited your right to th at si
in a pleasing variety of fabrics.
lence by' breaking it, by coming out
in public to attack a private citizen. F or M en, Young M e n and Boys.
If your talk of a square deal is not all
a sham, if your frequent moral preachThe A sso rtm e n t is at its Best.
ing is not all hypocrisy, I call upon
you as president and as a man tc
come out and admit the error and in
justice of your charge in the same
open and public .way in which you
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.
made it. Very sincerely yours,
“W. J. LONG.”

For Gifts to Graduates.
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D ental
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BODY OF MAN FOUND IN TRUNK
Armenian Priest Strangely Murdered
In New York.
New York, May 27.—Father Kaspai
Vartianan, of the Armenian Apostolic
church, of Hoboken; N. J., was mur
dered in this city some time last week.
The body was found in a trunk which
had been left as security for their
room rent my two Greeks, who,three
weeks ago engaged a furnished room
of Mrs. Henry Sherer, who occupies
the third floor of a tenement a t 333
W est 37th street.
Father Vartianan, carrying & small
leather hag, in which his collections
were placed, came to be a familiar
figure in Greek and Armenian circles
here, and it is believed that he was
murdered for the”money he carried.
Mrs. Sherer told the coroner thal
when the two men engaged the room
in her home they described themselves
as John and Paul Sarkis, each about
35 years of age. The men had been
visited, she said, by a man wearing a
clerical garb, who looked not unlike
the murdered man. She thought that
this man called at 8 o’clock last Mon
day morning. No one in the tenement
heard any unusual noises.
The police have ept out a general
alarm for Sarki Ermajlan, Sarki Barmorvion and Paul Sarisatan.
Ten-Foot Snake Menaces Town.
Winsted, Conn., May 29.—Only automobilists dare pass Clark’s pond, on
the outskirts of Torrington, because a
snake, which citizens say measures 10
feet in length and six inches in diam
eter, menaces all who approach. Mo
torists are planning a hunt, and some
are practicing firing at objects from
their cars.

Largest Stock in Montgomery County to
Select From.

Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hats, $1.00 to $3.00.
Our Hate are sold-by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.

Tracey, : the Hatter,
mi.

38 3. Main Street, Norristown, Fa.

A Safe
Combination
in the Banking Business is ample
capital, careful methods, shrewd judg
ment and unfailing courtesy.
The fact that our deposits are in
creasing rapidly is sufficient proof that
our customers realize and appreciate
that this combination is our method
of doing business.
We shall be pleased to number you
among our new depositors.

Penn Trust Co.
The Company that pays 3 PER
CENT. Interest for every day
the money Is on deposit.

NORRISTOWN, PA.
Boy Sank In His Submarine Boat.
Hartford, Conn., May 29. — Arthur
Ackley, who lives near Highland Lake, p C L L STOCH. OF
Litchfield county, set out to Invent a
submarine boat. It was a wonderful
success, In a way. Arthur, who is 13
years old, was rescued after the boat
had sunk-with him in deep water. The Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
boat is still a submarine.
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.
Snow In Maryland.
Cumberland, Md., May 28.—Railroad M r s . F r a n c e s B a rre t t’s,
men coming-into Cumberland report
Main St ., Neah Station ,
conditions similar to those of ordi
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
nary winter weather. For the past two
mornings there has been snbw. Leaves
have dropped from the trees and con
RS. M. E. VANDERSLICE’S
ditions similar to those of a late fall
prevail.

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

5

PER CENT. FIRST MORT
GAGE

INVESTMENT BONDS
—OF—

Wissahickon Electric Company for Sale.
For full particulars write

GOTWALS & BEYER,

M

E A T IN G H O U SE ,

Letter Carrier Gets Three Years.
Trenton, N. J., May 28.—James F.
Farrell, a Newark letter carrier, con
victed of embezzling, was sentenced to
three years’ imprisonment by the
United States district court.

Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office
Oollegeville, Pa.

.
.
Have buyers and renters waiting.^
R
desirable cheap country properties&
f a i est at e w anted

in your list. No charge except 1 ® “
sale.
H. L. BECHTEL,
8227 Ridge Ave., PimaMeals to order; eatables furnished at all 10-18,

times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms cash.
Patronage solicited.

EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR-

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Me n ’s F urnishing G oods!
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNI8 HING GOODS FOR
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
U n d e r w e a r , Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
yon are looking f o r , and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.

SPRING OPENING
Herman W etzel’s Clothing
Store.
T h e H o u se o f G R E A T V A L U E S . S traigh t
forw ard M eth o d s W in S u ccess.

We study styles and fabrics; have suits made special by
foremost manufacturers in this country. Our aim is to have the
best you can buy at the price you want to pay, and we have
132 W E S T MAIM S T R E E T ,
it.
We have the celebrated clothing of Hart, Schaffner and
N O R R IS T O W N , P A .
Marx of' Chicago, the Snellenburg Clothing, and from several
other first-class houses. This is the store where you get the best
value for the least money.
AGENCY FOR TH E
Yours respectfully,

■WM. HZ. G IL B E R T ,
W-18.

MERiCAN JS.WOVEN WIRE FENCE

HERMAN WETZEL,
66 and 68 E. Main St.

NORRISTOW N, PA.

Made o f Large, Strong Wires, Heavily Galvanized.
Amply provides for expansion and contraction. O nly Best.Bessemer steel wires
■used. Always of uniform quality.
Never goes wrong no matter how
—
great a strain
is put upon it.
an
mm»
Does not muti
late, but does

MRS. M’KINLEY
PASSES AWAY

.

Widow of Martyred President Suc
cumbs to Stroke of Apoplexy.

efficiently turn
cattle, horses,;
hogs and pigs.$

PB ESIDENT TO ATTEND FUNERAL

E V E R Y R O D O F A M E R IC A N F E N C E G U A R A N T E E D
BY THE MANUFACTURERS.

Call a n d S e e it.

Can show you how it will save you money

MOWREY, LATSHAW HARDWARE COMPANY,
SPRING

CITY, OPA. '
1HE

Oxford Ties.
A Very Good Assortment,

From $1.25 to $3.00
FOR WOMEN at $1.50. Pat.
. Cott Vici Kid and Russet Vici.
At $3.00, Pati. Colt Gun Metal
and Russet Vici.
At $2.50 Pat. Colt Gun Metal
and Russia Calf.
At $3.00 Pat. Colt Vici Kid,
Russia Calf.

C0LLEGEVILLE

NATIONAL BANK
P A Y S
TWO PER CENT. on daily balances
exceeding $200 ; subject to check.
THREE PER CENT, on all Savings
Fund Accounts of $1.00 and upwards.
Courteous and careful treatment accorded
all patrons. Your favors solicited.

FOR MEN, Same Leathers, at
$2.50, $3.00, $3.25.
CHILDREN’S SHOES in all
leathers, at low prices.
Plain Shoes for plain people.
Store open Monday and Fri
day evenings.

H.L.NTCE
6 E. Main St., Norristown.

OFFICERS:
A. D. FETTEROLF, P r esident .
M. B. LIN DERM AN, V ice -P r esident .
W. P. RENNINGER, C ashier .

DIRECTORS;
M. B. Linderman,
A. D. Fetterolf,
B. F. Steiner,
H. T. Hunstcker,
A. C. Landis,
Horace Place,
Dr. C; Q,. Hillega8s,
F. J. Olamer,
John U. Francis, Jr.
Dr. E. A Kruseo,
E. S. Moser,
W . P. Fenton,
John D. Frantz,
I. S. Bucher,
I. T. Haldeman.

H igh-G rade

SUMMER GOODS F E R T IL IZ E R S
AT

ire

Large and well assorted stock of choice
SUMMER DRESS GOODS, including
Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces, Em¡Droideries, &c. Line of Muslins, Calicoes,
’and Ginghams, complete.

M R FA R M E R :
No use trying to make farm
ing pay without first improving
the soil.
No use trying to improve the
soil

with any but A n im a l

Bone Fertilizer.

Poor soil

will make the farmer poor;
rich soil will make the farmer
rich.
NOW is the time to start
aright for better days, big crops
and more

money,

by using

Trinley High - Grade
Animal Bone Fertilizers.
(Six D iffe re n t (S tyle..
GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS in
Dress and Neglige Shirts that
W1Uplease buyers.
, t HE BEST MADE SHOES to suit all
—Patent Colt, Vici Kid, and other
■styles.
’
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT conains anything required in good fresh, de
pendable stock.

Old established and reliable; on
the market for more than thirty
years.
More actual plant food for
the money than in any other.

&c U&?6r Horse Clothing, Lap Spreads,

Give it a trial and be convinced.

*’ne °* Hardware, Poultry Wire

If your dealer does not handle

Netting —all sizes.

E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
Q S T TOBB Posters Printed m*
xo. Indenondent

I f you have anything to
Hl1' rtvo rtu e it in the Independent

Canton, O., May 27.—Sunday after
noon Mrs. William McKinley fell Into
the sleep that knows no awakening.
The transition from life to death was
so peaceful and gradual th at it was
with difficulty that the vigilant physi
cians and attendants noted when dis
solution came.
There was no struggle, no pain. Mrs.
McKinley never knew of the efforts
made for days to prolong her life, nor
of the solicitous hope against hope of
her sister and other relatives and
friends for her recovery.
At the McKinley home when death
came there were present Secretary
Cortelyou, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Barber,

it, write us giving his name and
we will see that you are sup
plied.

Write to-day.

JA C O B T R IN L E Y ,
L IN F IE L D , PA.

MRS.

m ’k in l e t .

Mrs. Sarah Duncan, Mrs. Luther Day.
Justice and Mrs. William R. Day, Drs
Portmann and Rixey and the nurses.
“Mrs. McKinley lasted hours longei
than we expected,” said the secretary.
“Her vitality was wonderful,” said Dr.
Portmann.
It was by Secretary Cortelyou thal
the announcement of the demise was
given to the public. As this news was
flashed over the land, William McKin
ley Post and George D. H arter Post,
G. A. R., were forming in line, and to
the strains of a band playing “The
March Religosa,” went to the First
Methodist Episcopal church to listen
to the annual Memorial Day address,
which was given by Dr. Buxton, Mrs.
McKinley’s pastor. '
Mrs. McKinley’s last words were
for death. An attendant said: “Mrs
McKinley would say: ‘Why should 1
linger? Please God, it is Thy will, why
defer it?’ She would also say: ‘He ia
gone and life is dark to me now .1
Other kindred expressions would fall
from her lips.”
It is not intended the funeral of Mrs.
McKinley shall take on the form of a
ceremony of state, yet the coming of
thie president and members of his cab
inet, the vice president; the governoi
of Ohio and many other people of not«
will make it such in a degree at least
It was determined to change the ar
rangements for the funeral so as ta
allow the remains to be viewed by
Canton friends of the deceased. Ta
show their love for the departed, thou
sands of school children will be in
cluded in the throng that will go
through the McKinley home and pass
by the bier while they drop tears oi
sorrow for the loss of one whose love
for children was so deep and tender.
Ths honorary pall-bearers announc
ed are: Judge Henry W. Harter, John
C. Dueber, Joseph M. Biechele, Rob
e rt A. Casslday, George B. Frease,
Austin Lynch, R. S. Shields and Judge
C. Bow.
Mrs. Ida Saxton McKinley has al
ways been a most amiable woman, de
spite the fact that she has for many
years been an invalid. Her life with
Mr. McKinley was uniformly happy
She first knew him as “the major,”
and It was by th at title th at she al
ways lovingly addressed him. Presi
dent McKinley was a devoted hus
band, and never stopped at any sac
riflce that would add to the comfort
and happiness of his wife.
Mrs. McKinley was born at Canton,
O., on 'August 8, 1847. She was the
granddaughter of John Saxton, a man
of note and scholarship, who for 60
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PRESIDENT’S PARTY
DRENCHED TOSKIN
Mr. Roosevelt and Wife Caught in
Storm on Onting.
WERE BESPATTERED WITH MUD
Washington, May 28.—A badly mudbespattered party, at the head of which
was President Roosevelt, got off a car
of the Washington, Alexandria &
Mount Vernon Electric railway here.
They had been on a visit to Mount
Vernon, part of the trip being by
horseback, and had been caught in a
heavy shower. As the result of the
storm, the roads were in a fearful
condition, and as the riders progressed
they were splashed from head to foot
with mud. The other members of the
party besides the president were Mrs.
Roosevelt, Mies Ethel Roosevelt, Post
master General Meyer and Captain
FitzHugh Lee, one of the president’s
military aides. The clothing of the en
tire party was drenched. The trip in
many respects was 'a “rough riding”
one.
The president has explored on horse
back much of the country about W ash
ington lying north of the Potomac
river. He also has made occasional
visits across the river west of Wash
ington in the vicinity of Chain Bridge,
the Aqueduct Bridge and .various other
places. He was anxious, however, to
make the longer trip to Mount Ver
non, and several days ago planned the
excursion.
The distance from Washington to
Mount Vernon is 16 miles. The trip
to Alexandria was made by trolley in
half an hour.
At the city’s outskirts the presi
dent’s orderly, McDermott, was await
ing the party with five good saddle
horses. It took but a few m inutes for
the party to mount and get off. They
had cantered along the road, how
ever, but four miles when a severe
storm overtook them. They did nol
have time to find shelter before all oi
them got- drenched almost to the skin.
Finally they espied an unoccupied
farm house along the roadside and
sought shelter under the “lean to” at
the rear for half an hour. Covering in
the outbuildings also was found foi
the horses.
Rain was still falling lightly as the
"party again took up the trip to Mounl
Vernon. S ere Colonel Dodge, the su
perintendent of the grounds, gave them
a cordial welcome, showed them ovei
the grounds, about 2000 acres in all;
through the mansion and the various
buildings, and pointed out the Fairfax
estate in the distance. There were a
number of visitors a t Mount Vernon
and the president shook hands with
them. Luncheon was served in the old
house, used as a kitchen on state oc
casions in Colonial times, but now oc
cupied as a dining room.
“The ride up to Alexandria was
slippery and muddy,” said one of ths
party, “tu t there were no mishaps, and
we had the bright sunlight with us all
the way up to Washington.”
At Alexandria the presidential party
boarded the special car for the remain
ing seven miles.

years was the editor of thé Ohio Re
pository, a journal which still makes
its appearance every day in Canton,
where Mr. Saxton founded it in
March, 1815.
Mrs. McKinley’s father was James
A. Saxton, son of John Saxton. James
Saxton and his wife, MiSs Kate Dewait, whose parents were also early
Canton settlers, were among the
prominent people of their section. He
died in 1887, pnd his wife in 1873.
She attended a private school at
Delhi, N. Y., afterward one In Cleve
land, and finally spent three years at
a college at Media, Pa.
Mr. McKinley was the superinten
dent of the Sunday school of the First
Methodist church, and Miss Saxton a
teacher in the Bible class of the First
Presbyterian church, and their Sunday
duties often led them together.
Two children were born to them.
The first called Kate, after Mrs. Mc
Kinley’s mother, born Christmas Day,
1872, lived till June, 1876, just three
years and a half. The second, named
Ida, for her mother, lived only five
months. Around this period Mrs. Mc
Kinley also suffered the loss of her
mother, grandmother and grandfather,
and her partings from these loved
ones, with the death of her childrt-*,
broke down a constitution which had
never been robust. For many months
her own life hung by a slender thread,
and her nervous system seemed for a
time to have suffered a complete
wreck.
After the loss of their children, Ma
jor and Mrs. McKinley left their own
house and went back for a time to the
old homestead that had been Mrs. Me*
Rjnley’s home in her girlhood. There
they lived until Major McKinley’s de
parture to take his seat in congress in
1877, after which, for the next 14 years,
they spent most of their time ia Wash
ington.
Mrs. McKinley was present when
the president was shot down by Leon
Czolgosz, in Buffalo, N. Y., September
6 , 1901, and she remained a t her distin
guished husband’s side until he
breathed his last on the 14th of the
same month. She bore up remarkably
well, considering her weak condition,
and always displayed the greatest de
votion to Mr. McKinley’s memory. On
each anniversary of his death she
SAYS SHE HAD TO MARRY
placed wreaths of flowers on his tomb
North
Carolina Girl Declares She Was
In Westlawn cemetery, Canton, and for
Wed By Force.
two or more years after his death she
Charlotte, N. C., May 29. — Henry
visited the vault dally and put a bou
Hirsch. who was mustered out of ths
quet of flowers upon the casket.
Of Mr. McKinley’s devotion to his regular army at Charleston several
wife there are few parallels. During years ago, having later come to Char
their residence in Washington it kept lotte and opened up a real estate and
him so completely at her side, when he stock brokerage business, is under a
was not engaged in public matters, that $1000 bond, charged with compelling
he had n o . time, if he had any taste, Emma Lammond, a member of a prom
inent family of the county, to marry
for the demands of social life.
'him against her will. The young wo
WAR ON TWO-CENT-FARE LAW
man alleges that Hirsch persuaded hei
to get into his buggy several days age
Reading Company Will Open Attack and promised to drive her to a den
On Act In a Few Days.
list’s office, for which she had started
Philadelphia, May .29—Action to test
Instead he carried her, she alleges
-the constitutionality of the two-cent a in a circuitous route about the town
mile law, which becomes operative and finally took the read for South
October I, will be instituted in the Carolina to visit the famous marriage
courts by the Philadelphia & Reading magistrate, Squire Bailes, who married
railway within the n'ext several days.
thtem. Hirsch, she alleges, threatened
The company’s legal department is to shoot her if she made an outcry.
busy in getting the brief in shape, and
the bill may be presented the latter
MOTHER KILLED 8Y CHILD
part of this week.
This action by the Reading will be Shot By Five-Year-Old Son While Play
entirely independent of the suit
Ing With Shotgun.
brought against the county by the
York, Pa., May 27.—Mrs. Frank Doll
Pennsylvania railroad a few days ago.
aged about 35 years, was accidentally
While in the broad sense the Read shot and killed by her 5-year-old son
ing will attack the constitutionality of Ernest. The accident occurred in the
the measure, the fight, it is under kitchen of the family residence. Left
stood, will be conducted on somewhat alone, the child was playing with a
different lines. The Reading is prepar shotgun. Securing a shell from a box
ing for a bitter legal fight Then, on the table Ernest loaded the gun. As
should the decision be against the his mother entered the room the gun
company, there is every indication was discharged, and the shot entered
that it will be followed by another the right side of her head, shattering
boost in rates October 1.
part of the skull. A coroner’s jury ren
dered a verdict of accidental death.
WILL PAY $300,000 FINE
Honduras Lottery Men Agree to Plead
Guilty.
Wilmington, Del., May 29.—It is de
clared that the sudden dismissal of
the federal grand Jury, assembled es
pecially to probe into the affairs of the
Honduras National Lottery company,
and the notice to hundreds of wit
nesses, under subpoena, that their at
tendance will not be required, cor
roborates the news from New Orleans
that the gigantic gambling enterprise
has surrendered.
The principals in the lottery will
plead guilty on June' 4. and will pay
fines aggregating about $300,000, which
will be the penalty in lieu of imprison
ment.
Scores of i prominent men in Louis
iana will contribute to this, fund rather
than go to jail, and the United States
government has elected tp accept these
»leas of guiltv.

An Eloper Spanked.
Evansville, Ind,, May 29. — Katie
Sellers, 15 years old, and George Gris
som, 19, who eloped from Henderson.
Ky., were arrested here just as they
were taking out a marriage license.
When the girl’s father found her at po
lice headquarters in charge of Matron
Roberts he requested Mrs. Roberts tc
withdraw and then gave the runaway
school girl a severe spanking. Matron
Roberts said the father turned the girl
over his knee and thrashed her hard
and long.
Four In a Cab; No More.
Wilmington, Del., May 27. y - Local
liverymen have Issued an order that
only four persons can ride in a cab. At
weddings and funerals, they say, five
and sometimes six persons have piled
into one cab, making it hard pulling
on the horses because of the hills in
Wilminsrton.

TIGER KILLS A CHILD
Animal is Shot by Spectctor and Rolls
Over Dead.
Twin Falls, Ida., May 28.—Ruth Rozell, aged 4 years, lies dead at her
home, her body lacerated in 20 places
\y a Bengal tiger which escaped from
Its cage during the performance of a
circus.
The menagerie tent was filled with«'
hundreds of sightseers, who were
laughing over the feeding of th s
beasts. Market, the biggest of ths
royal Bengal tigers, was hungry and
at the smell of the meat beat ,the door
furiously with his paws. The door
gave way and in the next moment the
tiger amid the shrieks St the crowd
was tearing his way through the tent.
Women screamed and fainted as
they ran. Mrs. S. C. Rozell, mother of
the slain child, wedged In by the
crowd, could not get out of the tiger’s
path, and one sweep of the immense
paw swept her to the groisad.
Then another paw rested on the
chest of the child, while the teeth of
the beast sunk into her flesh.
Above the screams of the audience
sounded the crack of a revolver fired
three times by J. W. Bell, a black
smith. The beast staggered to his
feet, then rolldd over dead.
JUDGE LOVING’S TRIAL
Virginian Pleads to Indictment In the
Estes Shooting Case.
Lovingston, Va., May 29. — Former
Judge W. G. Loving, manager of the
Thomas F. Ryan estate, was indicted
for the murder of Theodore I. Estes
at Oakbridge, near Lovingston, on
April 22, following a drive, . during
which Loving claims Estes drugged
and assaulted Miss Loving, the daugater of the defendant.
The proceedings in the circuit court
were the indictment of Loving, his
arraignment, pleading of not guilty,
admission to bail and arguments for
and against a change of venue.
The case is attracting widespread
in terest owing to the prominence of
the parties.
Those who think Judge Loving w-a
too hasty in slaying Estes declare ha
cannot appeal to the unwritten law.
because it does not cover his case.
On the other hand, his adherents,
urge he was right in taking summary
vengeance on one whom he believed,
with the strongest reason, had wrenged his child. T hey 1admit the possi
bility of a mistake, but still contend
that if he was convinced of Estes'
guilt his defense is complete.
COLLEGE QUARANTINED
Outbreak of Meningitis at Lincoln Uni..
versity Postpones Commencement.
Oxford, Pa., May 29.—The dea‘h of
W. C. White, from cerebro-spinal men
ingitis, at Lincoln University, the col
ored educational institution, caused
the place to be quarantined and the
commencement exercises to be post
poned. There are upwards of 300 stu
dents and many visitors were arriving
to attend the closing exercises, which
were tc be held next week. White
died after a three-days’ illness. When
the causse of his death became known
the institution was immediately quar
antined and ail of those who had been
in close proximity to the sick man
were confined to their quarters. The
visitors, among whom were a number
of ministers, hurried away, and some
of the students left before they could
be placed under surveillance.
FIREBUGS TERRORIZE TOWN
Incendiary Blazes Arouse Elkton, Md.,
Residents to Action.
Elkton, Md., May 28.—The breaking
out of three fires at different times
In the business section of this plaice
has created the belief th at an attempt
was made to burn down the town. In
each case kerosene was used. After
the third blaze the townspeople be
came alarmed and remained up the
rest of the night. The authorities also
had a dozen special officers sworn in
and placed on guard. Later the town
council held a special meeting -nd
offered a reward of $250.for the arrest
and conviction of the firebugs. A man
who was seen prowling about the
Pennsylvania railroad freight house
was fired upon, but escaped.
POLICE WATCH J. P. MORGAN
Fear He Will Purchase Works of Art
Contrary to Italian Law.
Rome, May 27.—The reports that J.
Pierpont Morgan, of New York. Is be
ing watched by the police because of a
fear that he may purchase works of
art contrary to the laws of Italy, are
indignantly denied. It is stated t. at
Mr. Morgan is a welcome guest to
Italy, and that hg is being treated with
high consideration. King Victor Em
manuel, it is said, expressed regret
that he was not in Rome and therefore
was unable to greet Mr. Morgan when
he last was in this city.
Missing Boy Found Drowned.
Wilmington, Del., May 28—The body
of little Francis Malloy, who myste
riously disappeared from his home last
week, and in whose fate great interest
was expressed, was found in the Bran
dywine river. The place where the
body was found is only a short dis
tance from the bridge where the boy
was last seen, and it is supposed that
he fell Into the stream and was drown
ed. There were no marks of violence
on the body.
Turn Melons Into Butter and Cider.
Denver, May 28.—Senator Swink, of
Colorado, is going to make cider out
of watermelons and butter from can
taloupes. Watermelon cider, says the
senator, wiil take the country^ by
Storm. Cantaloupe butter, he de
clares, has peanut butter faded 40
years. He is erecting a big plant at
Rocky Ford.
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FARM AND GARDEN
Whitpain Township, at the public house of
Jos. K Shoemaker, Centre Square, Friday,
J une 7, from 12.30 to 2 p. in. Schwenksyille Borough, at the public house of
John U. Hendricks, Monday, June 10, from 10
to 11.30 a. m.
Perkiomen Township, at the public house of
George Dunn, Gratersford, Monday, June 10,
from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
Collegeville Borough, at the Fire Hall, Col
legeville Monday, J une 10, from 3.30 to 5 30 p.m.
Royersford Borough, Second and Fourth
wards, at the public house of Morris A. Freed,
Tuesday, June 11, from 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Royersford Borough, First and Third wards,
at the public house of Washington L. Rowland,
Tuesday, June 11, from 12.30 to 2.30 p. m.
Limerick Township, Third District, at the
ublic house of A. Mauck, Llnfield, Tuesday,
une 11, from 3 to 4.45 p. m.
Trappe Borough and upper Providence Town
ship (Trappe ana Mingo Districts), at the pub*
lie house of Jacob H . Kern, Trappe, Wednesday,
J une 12, from 7.30 to 9.80 a. m .
Limerick Township, First and Second Dis
tricts, at the public house of M. S. Longaker,
Limerick Centre, Wednesday, June 12, from
10.30 a. m. to 1.30 p.m .
Cheltenham Township, Upper East and Lower
East Districts, at the public house of Alfred
Tyson, Ogontz, Monday, June 17, from 9 a. m.
to 2 p. m.
Rockledge and Abington Township, Lower
and Fourth Districts, at the office of Harry
Goebel, Rockledge, Monday, June 17, from 3 to
5 p. m.
Jenkintown Borough, First and Second
Nsw Strawberry Plants.
wards, at the public house of John Blum, Tues
A new strawberry plantation that day,
June 18, from 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Whitemarsh Township, East District, a t the
will bear a reasonably good crop next
public
house of Win. P. Green, Port Side Hotel,
season may be started from the first Wednesday,
June 19, from 10 to 11.30 a. m.
young runner plants taken up with a
Springfield Township, at the public house of
Edward
McCloskey,
Flourtown, Wednesday,
large clod of soil or allowed to root In June 19, from 12.80 to 3.30
p. m.
pots sunk In the ground. Fall plant Ambler Borough, at the public house of Irwin
H. Blackburn Ambler Hotel, Thursday, June
ing will seldom give good results north 20,
from 8 to 10 a. m.
of New York city, and even in New
Upper Dublin Township, at the public, house
of
Irvin
Rotzel, Jarrettown, Thursday, June
Jersey we would prefer spring plant 20, from F.
11.30 a. m. to 1 30 p. m.
ing. But summer planting will some Gwynedd Township, Lower, at the public
house of Carl K. Kneubler, Spring House,
times prove successful.
Thursday, Ju n e20, from 2.30 to 4.30 p. m.
Gwynedd Township, Upper, at the public
house of Arnold Becker, Kneedler’s, Friday,
Piglings Too Pat.
July 5, from 9 to 10.80 a. m.
The health of the litter Is an accu North Wales Borough, at the public house of
H. Blank, Main Street Hotel, Friday,
rate gauge of thé healthfulness of the JWilliam
uly .5, from 11 a. m. to 4 p. m.
Narberth Borough, at the Fire House, Nardam and vice versa. It is possible to
Monday, July 8, from 9.30 to 10.30 a. m.
feed so as to cause the sow to produce berth,
Lower Merioh Township, North Ardmore,
too much milk and so make the pig South Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
at the publie house of John Grady,
lings too fat. This condition not in Districts,
Ardmore, Monday, July 8, from 11.30 a. m. to
frequently shows Itself In what Is 1.30 p .m .
Lower Merlon Township, Bryn Mawr and
known as “thumps,” a disease nearly Rosemont
Districts, at the office of Milton R.
Yerkes, Bryn Mawr, Monday,«July 8, from* 2.30
always fatal.
to 4 p. m.
Lower Meriou Township, Upper District, at
at the public house of Thomas H. Haley,
Merion Square, Tuesday, J uly 9, from 9 to 10
C o r n Well Displayed.
a. m.
Lower Merion Township, Lower and Bala
In selecting com for exhibit a t a Districts,
at the public bouse of Edward Odell,
state or local fair farmers should take Gen. Wayne Hotel, Tuesday, July 9, from 11 a.
m.
to
12.30
p. m.
only perfect and uniform ears. Fre
Lower Merion, East District, at the Penqoyd
quently corn is mined for exhibition Postoffice, Tuesday. July 9, from 1.30 to2.30 p.m.
Township, at the public house of J .
purposes by being handled carelessly. KHorsham
Hallo well, Thursday, July 11, from 9 to 11
One of the neatest ways of showing a. m.
,
Moreland Township, Lower District, at the
public house of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse
Hotel, Thursday, J uly 11, from 12.30 to 2 80 p. m.
Hatboro Borough, at the public house of Cyrus
C. Moore, Hatboro, Thursday, July 11, from 3 to
6 p. m.
Moreland Township, Upper District, at the
public house of Charles F. Ehrenfort, Willow
Grove, Friday, July 12, from 7 to 9 a. m.
Abington Township, Abington and Weldon
Districts, at the public eouse of Daniel Man
ning, Weldon, Friday, July 12, from 9.30 to 11.30
a. m.
Cheltenham Township, West, First, Second
and Third Districts, at tne public house of Han
nah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Friday, July 12,
from 1 to 3 p. m,
Lower Salford Township, West District, at
the public house of Harry Pluck, Lederachville,
Monday, July 15, from 8.30to 11 a. in.
Lower Salford Township, East District, at the
public house of A. £>. Kline, Harleysville, Mon
day, July 15, from 12.30 to 4.30 p. m.
fekippack Township, at the public house of
Henry H. Wolf, Skippack, Tuesday, July 16,
small lots of com th at we have seen is from
9 to 11 a. m.
shown above. This was a first prize
Towamencin Township, a t the public house of
S.
C.
Kulpsville, Tuesday, July 16, from 1
lot grown, selected and put up by J. L. to 4 p.Bean,
m.
Keckly of Ohio. Here is a hint for
Franconia Township, West District, at the
publie house of Harry B. Keller, Franconia
farmers in general, and the suggestion Square,
Wednesday, July 17, from 7 to 12 a. m.
may prove helpful. The husks are
Franconia Township. East District, at tbe
public
house
Jacob M. Kuhn, Reliance, Wed
turned back and tied as represented in nesday, July of
17, from 1.30 to 8.30 p. m.
the picture, says American Agricultur
Salford Township, a t the public house of
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Thursday, July
ist.
18, from 9 to 11 a. m.
West Telford Borough, at the public houso of
John M Kuhn, Thursday, July 18, from 1 to 3
Machine Milkers.
p. m.
Souderton Borough, at tbe public house of
To reach the highest degree of suc William
H. Freed, Friday, July 19, from 9 a . m.
cess with the milking machine it is to 3 p . m.
Lansdale Borough, South ward, at the public
likely th at cows would have to be se house
of Harry B. Krause, Monday, July 22,
lected and trained to machine milking, from 10 a. m. to 2 p . m.
Lansdale Borough, East ward, at the public
and in time it may come about that
of Edward J. Dredge Tuesday, July 23,
large herds will be got together which house
from 10 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Lausdale Borough, West ward, at the public
will give* uniform and successful re
house of Robert Ç. Lownes, Wednesday, July
sponse to this method. At present it 24,
from 10a. m. to 2 p. m .
Upper Providence, Lower District, at Provi
does not seem the time for the owners
dence Hall, Thursday, July 25, from 8.30 to 10.30
of small herds to invest in milking ma a. m.
Hatfield Township and Hatfield Borough, at
chines for the purpose of saving ex
public house of Chester Knipe, Hatfield,
pense. I t requires a considerable sum •the
Friday, July 26, from 7 to 12 a. m.
Montgomery Township, a t the public house of
to be invested for the milkers and the
Werkheiser, Montgomeryville, Friday,
power to run them if there is no en JHarry
uly 26, from 1.30 to 3 p. m .
Pottstown Borough, West ward, at tho public
gine or tread power on the farm. More
of W. R. Shuler, Tuesday, July 30, from
over, the machines are continually be house
10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
ing improved and by waiting a few
West Pottsgrove Township, at tk© public
of Joseph M. Sellnger, Bramcote, Wed
years they are likely to be both better house
nesday, July 31,from 8 to 9.30 a. m.
and cheaper, suggests American Culti
Pottstown Borough, Second and Third wards,
at the public house of Harry Gilbert, Wednes
vator.
day, July 31,from 10.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m.
To the large dairymen, however, who
Lower Pottsgrove Township, at the public
of Geo. B. Levengood, Pleasant View
are driven almost desperate by the house
Hotel, Thursday, August 1, from 8 to 10 a. m.
difficulty of getting hired help, the
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Thurs
milking machines offer a chance of day,
August 1, from 11 a. m. to 4 p. m.
considerable relief. The w riter has be
Pottstown Borough, Fourth and Fifth wards,
t the public bouse of Harry H. Smith, Tues
fore him letters from more than a aday,
August 6, from lQ.dOa. m. to 3.30 p. m.
score of dairymen who are using the
Upper Pottsgrove Township, at the public
house
Samuel Gfeigér, Half Way House
machines, nearly all with considerable Hotel, of
Wednesday, August 7, from 8to9 a. m.
success, and it would seem that almost
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
t the public house of Jacob H. Brendlinger,
any extensive dairyman can find some aWednesday,
August 7, from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
body within visiting distance who is.
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the pub
lic
bouse
of
Nathan S. Hartenstine, York St.
using the machines and from whom
Hotel, Thursday, August 8, from .8 a. m. to 1
he could obtain all the particulars p.
m.
Upper Salford Township, at the public house
needed. Much would depend on the
N. Smith, Woxall, Tuesday, August 13,
conditions in deciding the advisability ofS.
frnm 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Marlboro
Township, at the public house of
of adopting the machine milking.
Samuel Barndt, -umneytown, Tuesday, August
13, from 11.45 a. m. to 3.15 p. m.
Greenlane Borough, at th e . public house of
o t ic e to t a x p a y e r s .
Quintus M. Kline, Tuesday, August 13, from 4
County Taxes.
to 5.30 p. m.
New Han over Township, East District, at the
In pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts thereto, public house of Alfred H. B. Fox, Pleasant Run,
the Treasurer of Montgomery County will meet Wednesday, August 14, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
Upper Hanover Township, Second District, at
th$ taxpayers of said county at tbe following
named places and time for the purpose of re the public bouse of Jonas Haring, Harlngs,
Wednesday,
August 14, from 9.30 to 11.30 a. m.
ceiving the County, State and Dog Taxes for
Red Hill Borough, at the public house of C.
the year 1907, assessed in their respective dis
M.
InhofF,
Red
Hill, Wednesday, August 14,
tricts, viz:
1 to 2.30 p m.
Norristown Borough, First, Second, Third, from
Pennsburg
Borough
Upper Hanover, First
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, District, at the public and
of Chas. A, Kneule,
and Tenth wards, at the County Treasurer’s Wednesday, August 14,house
from
3 to 6 p. m.
Office, Saturday, June 1, from. 8 a. m. to 12 m.
East
Greenville
Borough
and
Hanover
Bridgeport Borough, First, Second and Third Township, Third District, a t theUpper
public house.of
wards, and Norriton Township, at County Harvey E. Werley, East Greenville,
Thursday,
Treasurer’s Office, Saturday, June 1, from 8 a. August 15, from 7 a. m. to 3 p. m.
m. to 12 m.
Douglass Township, East District, at the pub
Upper Merion Towuship, at the public house
house of James Rinker, Congo, Tuesday,
of Fred. W. Focht, King of Prussia, Saturday, lic
August
20, from 9.30 a. m. to 1 p. m.
June 1, from 9 to 10 o’clock a. m.
Douglass
West District, atthepubWest Conshohocken Borough, at the public lie house ofTownship,
.G . Shaner, Gilberts ville, Tues
house of James L. Bradley, Tuesday, June 4, day, AugustH20,
from
2
to 4 p. m.
.
from 9.15 to 11.45 a. m.
New Hanover Township, West District, at the
Conshohocken Borough, First ward, at the public
house
of
Jeremiah
G.
Rhoads,
Swamp,
public house of C. Boylah, Montgomery Hotel, Wednesday, August 21, from 6 to 10 a. m.
Tuesday, June 4, from 12 30 to 2.15 p .m .
Frederick Township, West District, at the
Conshohocken Borough, Second ward, at the
honse of H. Walter Williams, Green Tree
ublic house of Mayall May, St. Clair Hotel, public
Hotel, Wednesday, August 21, from 11 a. m. to
uesday, June 4, from 2.30 to 4 p. m.
2
p.m
.
Conshohocken Borough, Fourth ward, at the
Township, East District, at the pub
public house of William E. Toner, Seventh Ave. licFrederick
house of Samuel, H. Huges, Zieglersvllle,
Hotel, Wednesday, June 5, from 8 to 10 a. m.
August 21, from 8.30 to 4.30 p. m. •
Conshohocken Borough, Fifth ward,. at the Wednesday,
Taxes will be received a t the Count; Treas
store of Margaret Jones, Eighth Ave. and Hal- urer’s
Office,
Norristown, from Jupe 1 to Sep
lowell street, Wednesday, June 5, from 10 30 a. tember 15, from
8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
m. to 12.30 p.m .
jfcpi
m.
Conshohocken Borough, Third ward, at the
Correspondence
receive attention must be
public house of Daniel F. Coyle, Ward House accompamied withtopostage
for reply and in all
Hotel, Wednesday, June 5, from 1.30 to 3 p. m. cases location of property, whether
in Township
Lower Providence Township, at the public or Borough, must be definitely given.
house of Calvin D. Gross, Eagleville, Thursday,
Inquiries
relative
to
taxes
received
after Sep
J une 0, from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
10 will not be answered.
Whitemarsh Township, Middle and «West Dis tember
Taxes
not
paid
to
the
County
Treasurer
or
tricts, at the public house of Frank Lukens, before September 15, 1907, will be given intoonthe
Barren Hill, Thursday, June 6, from 10.45 to hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
11.45 a. m.
Plymouth Township, East and West Districts, added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
at tné public house of Jos. M. Green, HickoryHENRY B. FREED,
town, Thursday, June 6, from 1 to 2 p. m.
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa.
Worcester Township, a t the public house of
Sylvester L. Bean, Centre Point, Friday, June County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
April 1,1907*
7, from 10 to 11.30U. m.

,

Testing Bordeaux Mixture.
There are three simple tests for bordeaux mixture which may be used:
First, hold a clean, bright knife blade
in the bordeaux for a.t least one min
ute. It It becomes copper plated, more
lime should be used. Second, pour
some, of the bordeaux: into a shallow
dish and, holding it up to the light,
REPAIRING TREES.
blow gently across its surface. If
Protecting and Preserving Injured properly made, a thin pellicle will
Trunk and Branch.
form on the surface of the liquid. If
% It is the part of wisdom to be able this does not form, more lime should be
to administer first aid to the injured added. Third, dissolve one ounce of
tree, as well as the more permanent ferrocyanide of potassium in five or
aids. One of the most common of these six ounces of water, pour some of the
is the splitting down of a limb, as sug bordeaux into a white dish and add to
gested in accompanying illustration, it a few drops of the ferrocyanide so
lution. If sufficient lime has been
Fig. 1.
If the limb is not broken wholly off— used, no change will be noticed. If a
if there is still left a connecting link of brownish red discoloration takes place,
more Jlme should be added.—A. B,
Cord ley.

BROKEN LIM B SAVED.

[Fig. 1, split limb; Fig. 2, in position.]

sound wood and of sound bark—the
limb can with care be saved. This will
often save the beauty of the tree.
With as little delay as possible shorten
all the small branches of the li'mb to
make their weight as little as possible,
theD carefully lift the broken limb
back into position and lash it firmly
with ropes or straps.
Now with a bit or auger bore a hole
through, the limb and tree trunk as
suggested by the dotted (ine in Fig. 2.
Through this insert a bolt of iron hav
ing a bead on one end and a nut on the
other. Turn the nut on the end, with a
big washer beneath it, until the crack
in the break has been made as smttll
as possible, then cover the crack neat
ly over wltb grafting wax. Many a
tree has such a gaping wound as that
shown in A, Fig, 2. It 4s caused by

GAPING WOUND R EPA IRED .

sawing off a big limb and neglecting
to protect? the wound until nature
could extend a new growth of bark
over It. The new bark has begun to
grow about the edges, but the wood
has decayed within, and nature can
carry growth of bark no further.
Cut out ail the decayed wood and fill
the cavity completely with Portland ce
ment mixed with water, advises a
w riter in Orange Judd Farmer. Do not
add sand. Fill the cavity and press the
cement close to the new bark (B, Fig.
S) th at there may be left no little
opening for air and water to enter.
The life of a tree can be prolonged for
many years by such aid as this.
Testing of Novelties.
There are every year a lot of novel
ties brought to our attention. There is
always temptation for the testing of
novelties, although the old and experi
enced gardeners and fruit growers
have learned to expect very little from
tbe new things most widely advertised,
says Country Gentleman. There are
doubtless a good many people who
want to test the seedless apple. If they
are not perfectly satisfied that the
thing is worthless such people certain
ly ought to test it until they are satis
fied. In fact, the testing of novelties
In a limited and conservative way
ought to be a regular part of the busi
ness on every farm and market gar
den. it is worth something merely to
keep in touch with the new schemes,
even if these novelties all prove worth
less. But occasionally one of them
turns out ^well, and then a man gets
double pay for his experimenting. •
Goat Talk.
Angora goats generally live twice as
long as sheep.
Poultry fence—not wire n e ttin g makes the best lnclosure for goats.
Goats are fond of the bark of maple
and apple trees and will quickly kill
an orchard.
Absolutely pure bred Angoras bring
extremely high prices. Low priced
animals are generally 4>f mixed blood.
A healthy goat will eat about 750
pounds of bay in one winter, but will
manage to get along on a reasonably
good brush pasture in summer without
anything else.
He seems to have a preference for
weeds and underbrush and will give
nice sweet grass the go by when he
can get the coarser browsing.—Home
and Farm
Ol d L a n d Fo r Onions.

Old land is generally preferred for
Onions, and this crop is often success
fully raised on the same land for many
years. From the fact th at onion land
is always most carefully attended to
and gets much manure and tillage it is
generally in better- condition for on
ions than land used for almost any
other crop. However, It is a good plan
to occasionally change the land for on
ions, since on-, new land there Is far
•ess danger from disease and insect
enemies than on old land. As a money
crop for careful growers onions are In
many sections verv reliable.—Green.
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PANAM AS, STRAW HATS, NOW ON SALE.

SEE W INDO W .

$10.00 Will B u y a s G ood a S u it at W eitzen korn ’s
a s $12.00 W ill B u y Anywhere E lse .
And at every other price and on all lines of Clothing, Suits, Top
Coats, Rain Coats, Trousers and Vests, the - saving will be pro
portionately large. You see, when you buy Weitzenkorn’s Clothes
you get the best and save in this way. We buy for three large
stores on a spot cash basis, enjoy all concessions on large quantities and discounts; turn our clothes over to you on a closeselling margin—that’s what makes the difference in price—and
no clothes have more style, look better, fit better and wear better
than those that bear the Weitzenkorn Label. Nor will you find
such a large assortment of styles and patterns to choose from
elsewhere.

.¿P/S

k

BLUE MERGES, Stoats, Slims, Regulars, $7.50, $10.00,
$13.00, $15.00, $18.00, to $35.00.
GREY WORSTEDS, $10.00, $13.00, $15.00, $18 00,
$30.00, $35.00.
RAIN COATS, Black, Steel, Greys, $7.50, $10.00, $13.00,
$15.00, $18.00, $33.50.

iooo

"W-A-S-h: s t t it s

oust s a l e

W e can truthfully say we’ve that many suits here on sale to-day. The best lot of shits
for youngsters ever seen in this town, at prices that will appeal to the economical sense of
the mother. Sailors, Peter Pans, and Russians, in beautiful trimmed and embroidered
suits in White, Navy Blue, etc.
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50 Cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.98,
$2.50, up to $5.00.

P o tts to w n ,
The New and Greater Store.

CLO VER SEED
GARDEN AND

F IE L D SE E D

That Fit tbe Feet
A T W E IT Z E N K O R N ’S.

- Mas Ready-Mixed Paint -

The footwear of to-day is fashioned
for ease and comfort as well as for
style, elegance, and wear.

POULTRY WIRE
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all
these points.
FENCE WIRE

P lo w C a s t in g s
Garden T o o ls

It is acknowledged by everybody that we
carry the largest stock and more stylish to
select from than any two of our competitors.

W e a rin g Q u a litie s
at Low Prices.

Thel.OenjaminGo.

Ladies’ extra finé Sunday Shoes and
Oxfords, $1.25 and $1.50, in vici Kid and
Patent Colt Skin.
Jobbers and Betailers of HARDWARE,
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All
styles.
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes in Patent
Leather and Yici Kid, 75c., $1.90, $1.25.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles,
N o . 2 0 5 B rid ge S t., $1.00
and $1.25.
PH4ENIXYILLE, PA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.

Children’s Colt Skin Oxfords, 76c., $1.00
and $1.25.
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday Shoes,
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes and
Oxfords, $2.00.
The largest assortment of Men’s, Boys’
and Little Boys’ Patent Leather Shoes
and Oxfords in town, in all new styles.

IMPORTANT: We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.
----- ■ . e 1^ <—e

- FURNITURE -

W EITZEITK O EIT’S
Pottstown’s Leading Shoe Store.

SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOUSEFURNISHINGS.

“It’s Ju s t Like This!”
When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

Tbe f ir s t thing to decide, Is s
“Where will I purchase ?”
Before making your choice. It will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Collegeville Furniture Store
Where It is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

141 High St

“ It’s Just Like This!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or ’ a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

“ It’s Just Like T h is!”

We are. prepared to submit plans and install .the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
oleums.
material and workmanship.

Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
1- 12.

C O L L E G E V IL L E

Undertaker - Embalmer

Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
the most careful and painstaking attention.

Joh n L. B ech te l,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’Phokb No. 18.

and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

M a in St. C olle ge ville .

COLLEGEVILLE, PA,

